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Simple Strategy-Based Technique to Reduce Emissions from SCR-equipped Heavy-
Duty Diesel Engines over Different Engine-Out Calibrations 
 
Michelangelo Ardanese 
ABSTRACT 
Heavy-duty diesel engine manufacturers, regulators and operators in Europe and 
US have judged the Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR) system to be the most suitable 
exhaust aftertreatment technology to meet the Euro V and US 2010 emission standards 
for oxides of nitrogen (NOx). The choice of the SCR as the exhaust aftertreatment system 
has been accompanied by engine calibrations with higher engine-out NOx emissions. 
Temporary deactivation of the exhaust aftertreatment device, due to malfunction or 
disrepair could result in excessively high NOx emissions at the tailpipe. Therefore, there 
is a need to evaluate alternative engine calibrations that would limit in-use NOx 
emissions during SCR inefficiencies. 
The objective of this study was to develop and implement a technique to program 
an engine with different calibrations, which were optimized for exhaust aftertreatment 
performance. Two very distinct calibrations were evaluated over transient and steady 
state conditions. The implementation of these calibrations helped meet the emission 
standards under conditions, which are critical for the SCR operation under real world-
conditions, but may not be encountered during the engine certification testing. Multiple 
calibrations were designed by means of a simple multivariate optimization technique 
involving the variation of only four engine parameters, namely EGR rate, boost pressure, 
injection pressure and injection timing. In addition, an empirical model for accurate NOx 
and fuel consumption (FC) prediction was developed, assuming independency of the 
parameters.  
The technique developed in this study was found to be quick to implement, simple 
and efficient; requiring very little engine test cell time. The main calibrations proved to 
be engine cycle independent, since comparable emission levels were measured over ESC, 
FTP and ETC cycles. 
 Low-NOx map was obtained by raising the injection pressure and increasing 
EGR rates. A NOx emissions reduction of 20% was achieved, with a penalty in fuel 
economy of less than 3% from the baseline. Several fuel efficient calibrations were 
generated by advancing injection timing and increasing injection pressure; the highest 
improvement brought a reduction in FC of more than 6%.  
 Multiple calibrations can be generated by this technique and alternatively used by 
the engine control system depending upon the thermodynamic conditions of the exhaust 
stream at the inlet of the SCR system 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
The choice of the Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR) system as the exhaust 
aftertreatment system in heavy-duty diesel engines has been accompanied by engine 
calibrations with higher engine-out emissions of oxides of nitrogen (NOx). Temporary 
deactivation of the exhaust aftertreatment device, due to malfunction or disrepair could 
result in excessively high NOx emissions at the tailpipe. Therefore, there is the need to 
evaluate alternative engine calibrations that would limit in-use NOx emissions during 
SCR inefficiencies. 
This study focused on two main objectives:  
1. To develop and validate a simple strategy-based technique capable of minimizing 
the emissions and achieving FC improvements for an SCR-equipped heavy duty 
diesel engine. 
2. Evaluate and compare two distinct calibrations over transient and steady state 
conditions. 
The SCR is a valuable emissions catalyst technology which has been widely used 
for more than thirty years. A large number of heavy-duty diesel engine manufacturers in 
Europe and the US have judged the SCR to be the most suitable exhaust aftertreatment 
technology to meet the Euro V and US 2010 emission legislations. It is able to achieve 
high efficiency in NOx reduction; thus, engines can be programmed for optimum fuel 
consumption (FC) during in-use operation. Engines with advanced injection timing, 
decreased exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) rates, increased injection pressures; hence, 
high levels of engine-out NOx emissions are more likely to be fitted with SCR systems. 
However, such engines may emit high levels of NOx emissions when the SCR is 
challenged with conditions, such as insufficient heat available in the exhaust gases to 
sustain the catalytic reaction and very low exhaust temperatures to initiate the urea 
hydrolyzation. In such cases, alternative engine calibrations should be considered. It is 
proposed that two different engine maps, a low-NOx and a low-FC be alternatively used 
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by the engine control system depending upon the thermodynamic conditions of the 
exhaust stream at the inlet of the SCR system. 
An engine calibration is accomplished by optimizing a range of engine parameters 
to achieve the desired engine performance and meet emissions targets. The high number 
of parameters and their interactions make the task of optimization extremely tedious 
[1,2]. Time and cost significantly increase with the vast number of possible engine 
configurations that need to be tested. Traditionally, manufacturers adopt the “one-
parameter-at-a-time” approach, which requires a large amount of testing, effort and time. 
Furthermore, the use of this methodology leads to the risk of missing important 
combinations; hence, the need for a multivariate optimization technique that does not 
neglect parameter interaction, and at the same time cuts down testing time and cost [3,4]. 
It is proposed that simple multivariate optimization technique involving the variation of 
only four engine parameters be used to program the engine with multiple calibrations, 
such as the low-NOx and low-FC calibrations. Such calibrations were developed to 
optimize the performance of the exhaust aftertreatment system selected for this study to 
achieve the 2010 emission standards and FC improvements.  
The latest solution adopted by several manufacturers has been to develop an 
autonomous aftertreatment system (DPF-SCR) which can be directly installed as retrofit 
product on existing vehicles with no additional engine modification [5]. A limitation to 
this approach is that the aftertreatment efficiency will always depend upon the 
thermodynamic conditions of the engine exhaust. During the severly low load conditions 
of the JE05 Japanese test cycle or the first 600 sec of the US FTP where the percentage of 
idle time is considerably high, or during any engine operation involving low loads for 
extended periods, the controller must interrupt the urea supply to prevent catalyst fouling 
by incomplete decomposition of HNCO, cynuric acid, ammonium nitrate and compounds 
of NH3, whose concentration increases especially at temperatures are relatively low [6,7]. 
The long term goal of this study is to develop a technique to generate multiple 
calibrations, such that any engine can be matched with an aftertreatment system by 
producing optimal engine-out exhaust condition.  
 Many studies have already demonstrated the critical role that engine control 
strategies can play in emissions and performance management. For instance, the use of 
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variable levels of EGR [6,8] in regions where the aftertreatment system does not perform 
well will limit NOx emissions below desired levels. For regions such as these, this study 
is proposing the use of multiple engine calibrations, which should be developed over the 
whole region of engine operation. Hence, based upon the exhaust temperature or the real-
time, on-board measurement of SCR conversion efficiency, the engine control strategy 
could switch to the low-NOx map in case of insufficient heat in the exhaust stream or to 
the low-FC map, when more favorable conditions exist for urea decomposition. The 
rationale of this study, therefore, is that the implementation of the low-NOx and low-FC 
calibrations will ensure the achievement of the 2010 emission standards under conditions, 
which are critical for the SCR operation, but may not be encountered during the engine 
certification testing.  
The central hypothesis is that the four engine parameters selected, among the 
numerous parameters that affect engine emissions and performance, are sufficient to 
generate multiple calibrations, with a minimum number of experiments, in order to 
minimize NOx and FC. The parameters considered in this study, which are known to 
significantly affect the combustion process, are: EGR rate, boost pressure, injection 
pressure and injection timing, as pointed out already in a similar work [1].  
The specific objectives of the project are to develop and implement the low-NOx 
map in order to achieve 2010 heavy-duty engine emission standards and to study the 
potentials of the technique in producing different calibrations, such as low-FC. The low-
NOx map was obtained by raising the injection pressure and increasing EGR rates. 
Higher injection pressures contribute to enhance atomization and reduction in soot 
formation in the combustion chamber; hence, higher EGR rates can be tolerated. The 
low-FC map entails advancing the fuel injection and increasing the injection pressure at 
the same time. The former is known to improve the quality of combustion by bringing the 
combustion event closer to the top dead center (TDC); the latter to improve the cycle-
work by increasing the in-cylinder pressure [9]. Both effects contribute to better the fuel 
economy.  
The significance of this work lies in its innovative approach to adapt an engine to 
a given aftertreatment system in order to meet the 2010 US emission limits. By 
considering different calibrations this approach takes into account the possible occurrence 
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of malfunction and failure of the aftertreatment device during in-use engine operations. 
Furthermore, the simplicity of this technique allows quick implementation of calibrations 
targeting more specific parameters of aftertreatment performance. Multiple calibrations 
can be employed as the loads, NO/NO2 ratios and exhaust conditions change during 
engine operation.  
To accomplish the proposed objectives the following studies were undertaken: 
1. Effect of engine parameters on combustion and emissions. High injection 
pressures improve the fuel atomization, and therefore, the air-fuel mixing process, 
but at the same time the consequent reduction of the combustion has the counter 
effect of increasing NOx. At this point the EGR can be employed as a de-NOx 
strategy. Since soot is minimized by high injection pressures, larger amounts of 
EGR can be tolerated without the soot levels in the oil becoming excessively high 
to adversely affect engine wear (low-NOx calibration). If advanced injection is 
accompanied with increased level of injection pressure instead, similar effects on 
the ignition delay; hence, on the combustion process are expected. Typically, 
advanced timing is accompanied with higher combustion temperatures and higher 
NOx emissions, and the combustion event could occur closer to the TDC thereby 
significantly benefiting the cycle efficiency (low-FC calibration).  
2. NOx modeling through statistical technique based on Taguchi method. A 
methodology was developed that tested a small number of parameter 
combinations to obtain the optimal configuration of a vast number of possible 
solutions. The methodology development involved an analysis of variance to 
quantify the contribution of each parameter. In addition, an empirical model for 
NOx prediction was developed, under the assumption of independency of the 
parameters. Assumption that was tested by means of validation experiments.  
  5
 
CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
Emission control can be performed by means of numerous engine parameters; for 
instance, those affecting the fuel injection characteristics, such as nozzle geometry (cone 
angle, hole size, number of holes) or multi-injection parameters (number of injections, 
dwell between injections, amount of fuel first injected); boost pressure, EGR flow rates 
and parameters that describe the combustion chamber, such as piston bowl shape, 
compression ratio, surface-to-volume ratio and swirl ratio [10].  
Only four parameters were used, in this work, to develop engine calibrations 
capable of optimizing the aftertreatment performance. The EGR rate, boost pressure, 
injection pressure and injection timing were selected and their impact on emissions and 
combustion process was studied. 
2.1  Impact of Engine Parameters on Emissions and Combustion 
2.1.1 EGR Valve Position 
EGR valve is mainly employed to perform NOx reduction; it does so by lowering 
the peak temperature of the combustion flame. The EGR valve can easily be controlled 
by the ECU and affects the EGR flow rate. The increase of EGR flow rate is 
accompanied by many drawbacks that need to be considered during the engine 
development. It is observed an increase in the insoluble fraction of PM, and this is caused 
by a drop in soot oxidation rate. The latter occur due to the displacement of a portion of 
the inlet oxygen by the exhaust gases. The increase of EGR rates leads to higher levels of 
CO and HC; additional drawbacks are fuel economy penalty, potential engine wear and 
durability issues [11].  
The EGR flow is also affected by boost pressure, which can be controlled by the 
position of the VGT vanes.  
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EGR Effects on Flame Temperature: As stated above, EGR reduces NOx 
mainly by lowering the combustion flame peak temperature. This effect can be 
decomposed into four distinct components (see Figure 1) [12-15]: 
1. Dilution effect: Diluting the intake charge air by means of exhaust gases has the 
effect of reducing the mass fraction of oxygen in the combustion chamber. 
Furthermore, replacing air with exhaust gases changes the average properties of 
the reacting mixture. Most of the NOx reduction is affected by means of the 
dilution effect [16,17]. The main combustion reaction occurs in the region of the 
flame where stoichiometry prevails; upon dilution, the shape and size of the flame 
adjusts so that the stoichiometric conditions are preserved (Figure 2). Some 
researchers believe that the “broadening out” of the combustion flame, due to the 
dilution effect, is the main mechanism of the flame temperature reduction [18].  
2. Thermal effect: EGR acts as a heat sink, since it allows for an increase in average 
specific heat capacity of the intake charge. CO2 and water, present in the exhaust 
gases, each have a higher specific heat than air. CO2 does not contribute 
significantly to raise the heat capacity of the mixture, even though it has a 
considerably higher heat capacity than air (1.24 kJ/kg versus 1.16 kJ/kg, at 1000 
K); the amount of CO2 in 50% EGR, for instance, contributes only to 0.5% 
increase in the overall specific heat. The thermal effect is higher, instead, for the 
water vapor; its heat capacity is significantly higher than air (2.56 kJ/kg versus 
1.16 kJ/kg, at 1000 K). Therefore the specific heat of the mixture rises by 3.6% 
with the water content in 50% of EGR [11] (see Figure 3). The amount of heat 
absorbed can also be maximized by increasing the temperature gradient between 
hot chamber and burned gases; this can be done, for instance, by cooling the 
burned gases. Cooled EGR is particularly beneficial when high engine loads are 
involved. Cooling the EGR flow leads to less fresh air being displaced, therefore, 
the A/F ratio is less penalized and more capable of sustaining the combustion; 
hence, better combustion efficiency [2]. On the other hand, the cooling of the 
EGR gases is not always desirable, such as for idle condition or in cold weather 
application, where the temperature could be close to the dew point; in such a case, 
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indeed, condensation may occur, and the condensate mixed with exhaust gases 
may produce sulfuric acid. 
3. Added mass effect: higher EGR rate increases the mass flow, which brings about 
an additional heat capacity due to the increased mass.  
4. Chemical effect: a portion of the heat released during the combustion process is 
adsorbed by the dissociation of CO2 and H2O. 
 
 
Figure 1: EGR effect on intake charge heat capacity [11] 
 
 
Figure 2: EGR effect on the combustion flame shape [11] 
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Figure 3: EGR effect on NOx reduction [11] 
 
Effect of EGR on Emissions and Combustion Process: EGR is a widely used 
means of NOx control, but at the same time has the counter effect of increasing CO2, HC, 
CO emissions and intake temperature. A small increase in NOx at higher EGR rates is 
observed for low loads, which could be probably related to the longer ignition delay.  
EGR may also be used as a means of exhaust temperature control, thus benefiting 
especially applications involving exhaust aftertreatment [19]. For high loads and for non 
cooled EGR, the exhaust temperature was found to be higher when higher EGR rates 
were applied [20]. 
 Cooled EGR, instead, allows greater intake charge mass, thus decreasing the 
peak of combustion temperature and lengthening the ignition delay. NOx is reduced 
because the first two effects outweigh the third [21]. 
PM, instead, increases due to a drop in soot oxidation rate, because the 
combustion temperature is significantly lowered by the oxygen displacement. EGR 
particles act as nuclei for new particles to agglomerate and form larger particles. The 
portion of PM which is mainly affected is the insoluble fraction, whereas the soluble 
fraction remains almost unchanged [22]. EGR represents a preferred means of NOx 
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reduction over retarded injection, since it exhibits better NOx-PM trade off at similar 
level of FC [23]. 
 
 
Figure 4: EGR and retarded injection effect on NOx-PM trade off [11] 
 
The effect of EGR rates can be visualized by the changes in the shape of the heat 
release curve. For low load, for instance, the maximum rate of heat release increases as 
more EGR is provided; on the other hand, for high load the maximum rate of heat release 
is lowered as EGR is raised. 
Moreover, high EGR rates are typically associated with peaks of premixed 
combustion, and higher volumes of EGR leads to longer ignition delay  and combustion 
duration [24]; the latter determines is the cause of higher value of FC. The amount of 
EGR though is limited by the turbine inlet temperature, fuel consumption, compressor 
inlet vacuum and smoke opacity limits. 
EGR Cooler: cooling the exhaust gases provides higher EGR heat absorbance, 
thus better combustion efficiency, since colder exhaust gases displace less oxygen. On 
the other hand, the EGR cooler efficiency can be easily compromised, “cooler fouling”, 
by deposition of PM and condensation of HC; the cooler inefficiency is another limiting 
factor to the amount of EGR in the calibration. 
EGR Configurations: The intake manifold pressure has to be lower than the 
exhaust pressure for the exhaust to recirculate, and this is one of the challenges that EGR 
system designers have to face, especially in case of exhaust gases being routed to the 
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intake directly from downstream of the turbine. The “high pressure loop” configuration 
(see Figure 5), on the other hand, extracts high-pressure exhaust gases from upstream of 
the turbo-charger [22]. 
 
 
Figure 5: EGR, high pressure loop [11]. 
 
 For this configuration the pressure gradient across the engine, responsible for the 
EGR flow, results from the difference between the intake and the exhaust manifold 
pressure; intake throttling, exhaust restrictions and venturi devices are means to control 
this pressure gradient [25,26]. However, this configuration leads to an increase in FC and 
PM emissions. 
In the “low pressure loop” configuration the exhaust stream is intercepted 
downstream of the DPF and returns to the intake after being mixed with inlet air [11]: 
• Advantages: Lower FC due to improved turbocharger performance; better 
engine durability, since the exhaust gases are filtered before returning to 
the intake; enhanced EGR heat capacity, due to the fact that the EGR 
temperature is lower, since the exhaust gases are collected downstream of 
the turbine. These factors allow for EGR cooler smaller in size and at 
better efficiency level. 
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• Disadvantages: Even though the exhaust stream is filtered, carbon 
particles may still collect onto the intake walls and possibly cause 
corrosion of the compressor wheel. Moreover, unburned fuel from 
inefficient combustion could collect in the manifold ducts and convert into 
CO at high temperatures; thus, further lowering the efficiency of the 
combustion. 
EGR Control Strategies: In order to keep good engine performance, good fuel 
economy and low levels of PM throughout the various engine operations, the EGR should 
be turned off during acceleration or idle, and significantly reduced near full load [27]. 
During full load the temperature and the exhaust flow rate are fairly high; increasing 
EGR would lead to higher intake temperatures, which may lead to even higher exhaust 
temperatures, if the EGR is not cooled enough; this may cause the turbine to burst. 
 NOx reduction can still be performed by means of EGR if VGT provides 
additional air; hence, the drop in A/F ratio coming from higher EGR rates, can be 
restored by a higher level of VGT, thus resulting in better combustion quality. Inputs to 
EGR control are exhaust temperature, EGR flow, intake manifold temperature and 
pressure; exhaust backpressure, EGR valve position and mass air flow are additional 
input parameters that should be considered [27]. For a more advanced EGR control, a 
lean O2 sensor, boost pressure and SOI signal can be included as well (Figure 6). 
 
 
Figure 6: Closed loop control with look up table and air flow feedback variable [27] 
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2.1.2 VGT Position   
Turbochargers are engaged mainly to enhance the power output by increasing the 
air capacity. Inside the compressor, the filtered air flow makes a 90 degree turn on the 
impeller, from axial to radial direction, and diffuses into the housing and then into a 
collector at variable cross-sectional area [28,29]. The impeller blades are typically made 
of aluminum and are designed to minimize the turbulence between consecutive channels. 
The purpose of the compressor is to increase the air pressure, but results in simultaneous 
increase in intake temperature, thus a reduction in air density; therefore, in order to 
restore the air density drop an intercooler can be used.  
The turbine wheel, which is typically made of nickel, exploits the energy content 
of the exhaust blowdown to drive the compressor. The turbine performance can be 
increased if the pulsations coming from the exhaust valves are dampened by a large 
connecting duct between the exhaust manifold and the turbine inlet. Among the major 
drawbacks of the turbochargers are the engine-turbo mismatch and the turbolag. The 
mismatch is mainly due to the fact that, while for a diesel engine the air demand is 
proportional to the power output, the output of a turbocharger is an exponential function 
of power. The turbolag instead, is the time lapse between the demand of power from the 
driver and the actual delivery of additional air by the compressor. In the effort to 
overcome the inherent turbocharger limitations and to achieve constant charge air 
pressure, the turbocharger technology has upgraded and variable geometric turbochargers 
have populated the market. VGT provides a variable boost pressure at the engine intake 
by converting the thermodynamic energy of the exhaust gases into kinetic energy of the 
compressor wheel.  
Figure 7 shows the VGT housing, variable angle vanes and the adjusting ring 
respectively as component number 1, 2 and 3 in the picture.  
Boost pressure can be used by the engine control to optimize the A/F ratio. If 
lower energy is available in the exhaust gases (low load, low speed) the flow area 
between two consecutive vanes is reduced by the variable geometry of the turbocharger; 
thus, providing more charge air into the cylinders [30].  
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Figure 7: Variable angle vanes in the VGT [30] 
 
Conversely, when high energy levels are present in the exhaust gases, the VGT modifies 
its geometry so that little of the available potential energy is exploited to increase the 
compressor speed; hence, the charge air, that otherwise would have distorted the injector 
spray pattern, is reduced, thus lowering the combustion efficiency [29,30].  
Within the zone of low engine speed and full load, under the lug curve, VGT can 
compensate for the lack of charge air that would lead to excess of smoke production. 
The VGT is more convenient than a well matched turbocharger at fixed geometry 
in zones of low speed-low intake pressure. 
Control EGR Flow: The VGT can also be employed to control the pressure 
gradient between exhaust and intake manifold pressure, which is responsible for the EGR 
flow. Therefore, VGT is not just a means of engine power output control, but also a very 
effective means of emissions control. To vary the EGR flow rate, EGR valve position and 
VGT can be simultaneously changed; for instance, EGR targeting the air flow rate and 
VGT controlling the boost pressure. The EGR valve can be responsible for the majority 
of EGR flow rate control and the VGT can be used mainly for operating-point 
adjustments. Otherwise, both EGR and VGT can be used to produce the desired EGR 
level, taking into consideration the cross-influence between the EGR-boost pressure 
control loops [31]. Furthermore, the combination of EGR and VGT can be successfully 
used to keep the A/F ratio above designated thresholds [27] 
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2.1.3 Injection Timing 
 Start of injection (SOI) is another well known means of emissions control. 
Retarding injection timing has been, in the past, a widely used technique of NOx 
reduction. The reduction of in-cylinder pressure, as a result of retarding the injection 
event, is the main cause of NOx emissions [32]. Inevitably this approach leads to 
undesired consequences. By reducing the peak pressure in the combustion chamber cycle 
work, the area between the combustion and compression pressure curves in Figure 8 is 
reduced, and to compensate for this loss more fuel is injected in order to deliver the 
requested work; this additional amount of fuel represents a fuel consumption penalty. 
Lower combustion temperature is obtained as a result of retarding the injection, 
thus affecting the rate of the chemical reactions responsible for the combustion process 
[33]. Advancing the injection, instead, has the effect of increasing the ignition delay, 
because fuel is injected at lower pressure and lower temperature. 
Higher ignition delay allows more fuel to be injected and better mixing of fuel 
and air. Therefore, the premixed portion of combustion is greater [34], and this leads to 
higher NOx and higher HC [35]. Cooling the intake charge affects the in-cylinder 
pressure in similar ways, but the actual magnitude of the impact is much smaller [9]. 
 
 
Figure 8: Injection timing retard effect on in cylinder pressure [9] 
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2.1.4 Injection Pressure 
There are many ways to increase injection pressure, and to offer a desired 
pressure level at the various engine operating conditions: Nozzle Opening Pressure 
(NOP), Nozzle Closing Pressure (NCP), pilot injection, late injection, multiple injection 
and rate shaping [36]. In this study NOP was selected as a means of varying injection 
pressure. Most of the technologies employed to reduce NOx emissions carry with them a 
fuel consumption penalty, which is due to loss in the work cycle. A recovery of this loss 
can be performed by raising the injection pressure [9].  
Higher injection pressure leads to a better air-fuel mixing, which in turn favors a 
reduction in soot production [37]. As a matter of fact, soot formation is strictly dependent 
on the air-fuel mixing and chemical kinetics. Better fuel atomization, due to the increased 
level of injection pressure, is the main cause of faster air-fuel mixing. This translates into 
a shorter fuel rich mixture residence time, which ultimately leads to soot reduction [33]. 
 
 
Figure 9: Injection pressure effect on in-cylinder pressure [9] 
 
The newer engines equipped with advanced electronic actuated injectors are capable of 
providing high injection pressure independently of engine load and speed, whereas with 
older injection systems the injection pressure peak was generally a function of injection 
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duration, cam lift and cam rate [33]; hence, one of the advantages of the modern injection 
systems is the capability of providing high pressure at low engine speed (see Section 3.3). 
Effect of NOP on the Combustion Process: The combustion process can be 
decomposed into a physical and a chemical component. The former entails all the 
physical mechanisms that have a direct effect on combustion, such as fuel atomization, 
evaporation of fuel droplets and mixing of air and fuel. The chemical process, instead, is 
represented by the reactions occurring within the combustible mixture of fuel-air. These 
reactions are strongly dependent upon the in-cylinder temperature. If NOP is increased, 
the physical process is improved, since it leads to a better atomization, faster evaporation 
and increased rate of fuel-air mixing; all these factors cause a reduction of the ignition 
delay [33]. A rise in NOP leads to an increase in injection pressure, which results in 
peaks of premixed and diffusion combustion; combustion duration, on the other hand, is 
reduced and the overall combustion process is enhanced regardless of the load.  
In premixed combustion (see Figure 10), the fuel mixes with air prior to the 
combustion event and forms a combustible mixture that quickly burns during the ignition 
delay. The fuel is atomized, fully evaporated and well mixed with air. When autoignition 
takes place the mixture burns quickly, raising the temperature and the pressure in the 
combustion chamber. This phase is more pronounced for low load conditions. The 
diffusion-like combustion is mainly controlled by fuel-air mixing rate. The rate with 
which the fuel, injected after the ignition, mixes with air dictates the burning rate. Lower 
heat release peaks are observed for this type of combustion. 
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Figure 10: Phases of diesel combustion [38] 
 
At low loads, higher values of NOP lead to higher premixed phase. Even though 
the ignition delay is shortened and the time for physical and chemical reactions is 
reduced, the increased pressure enhances the air-fuel mixing, thus the physical reaction is 
accelerated. For medium loads instead, an increase of NOP favors diffusion-type 
combustions.  
If the injection pressure is plotted against crank angle, it exhibits a rising profile, 
which means that the main part of the fuel is injected at the end of the injection event, at 
high pressures; as NOP increases, the classical injection pressure profile converts into a 
dropping profile, where this time the main part of injection occurs at the beginning of the 
injection event, at high pressure; the remaining fuel instead, is injected at lower pressure. 
Moreover, as NOP increases, the needle lift profile is shortened (Figure 11), the injection 
pressure peak increases and the curve shifts towards the nozzle opening event. Its peak 
substantially increases due to the higher needle opening pressure [33].  
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Figure 11: Effect of NOP increase on injection pressure curve [33]. 
 
The four engine parameters discussed above were varied in this work over different 
levels to achieve the low-NOx and low-FC calibrations for SCR applications. 
2.2 Emission Reduction Strategies 
A very attractive engine calibration for SCR applications is the low-PM that 
typically is a fuel efficient calibration (low-FC) (see Figure 12). It can be implemented by 
advancing injection timing and increasing injection pressure. Compared to the 
calibrations, which are based mainly on EGR technology, it is more fuel efficient, but 
produces a higher level of NOx. However, the increased engine-out NOx levels can be 
compensated by means of an SCR catalyst. It has been demonstrated that Euro V levels 
(NOx= 2 g/KWh) can be achieved when this approach is applied to engines with Euro IV 
technology (NOx= 3.5 g/KWh). With an SCR conversion efficiency of 80-85%, the Euro 
V emissions target can be still met even with NOx higher than the EURO IV levels [39]. 
Reaching the US-2010 NOx standards from the US-2004 levels, instead, requires NOx 
conversion efficiency to be higher than 90%. For this emissions target the SCR may not 
have the capability to handle the extra NOx coming form a fuel efficient calibration [40]. 
But, the US 2010 NOx standards can be attained if an improvement in SCR efficiency is 
achieved. Improving the mixing of urea with exhaust gases, redesigning the urea dosing 
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strategy, controlling the NO2/NO ratio are possible means of SCR efficiency 
optimization. Due to the severe demands on the SCR performance, it is necessary to 
consider EGR as an additional de-NOx control strategy. Combined SCR and EGR 
technologies have proved to offer promising results in meeting the legislated emissions 
levels [41]. EGR technology, for instance, could be essential when dealing with low 
temperature conditions, since it can provide an effective means of NOx control in the 
occurrence of SCR deactivation [42].  
Cost is another critical factor in the decision process regarding the selection of a 
calibration. Low-PM is a fuel efficient calibration and even though the fuel saving is 
offset by the cost of urea consumed, it still provides a more convenient solution than the 
one offered by the EGR-based calibration, not to mention the engine-deterioration effect 
from heavy EGR rates (Figure 13). 
 
 
Figure 12: Low-PM calibration for SCR application [6] 
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Figure 13: Aftertreatment technologies comparison on the basis of their cost of operation [6] 
2.2.1 Low-NOx Calibration 
NOP and EGR Variation: To obtain the low-NOx calibration NOP and EGR 
flow were increased simultaneously. This emission reduction approach has been engaged 
successfully by many European HDDE manufactures to meet the EURO IV standards. 
The strategy consisted in providing an injection pressure as high as possible for high 
loads and EGR rate as high as possible for low loads (see Figure 14).   
The advances in the modern injection pressure systems offer great potential for 
emission reductions, especially for engines equipped with EGR. It is believed that an 
increase in injection pressure correlates with premixed combustion and high in-cylinder 
temperature; hence, high NOx emissions [24,43]. To compensate for the higher NOx 
levels EGR could be employed, rather than injection retard, with less impact on the cycle 
efficiency. The NOx reduction will then come from the combination of high NOP levels 
and high rates of EGR, the latter being mainly limited by the soot level in the engine oil 
[27]. 
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Figure 14: Emission reduction strategies (EURO III, EURO IV) [24]. 
 
The high value of NOP compensates for the fuel economy penalty, and reduces the risk 
of engine components wear. By increasing injection pressure, indeed, it is possible to 
keep the BSFC low even for high EGR rates; high EGR rates would typically increase the 
combustion duration, which, instead, is shortened by the higher injection pressure [33, 
44]. 
 NOP and SOI Variation: In case the start of combustion occurs after the TDC, a 
reduction of NOx can be achieved by retarding the fuel injection.  The retarded injection 
timing shifts the combustion event further down from TDC in the exhaust stroke, 
inducing lower combustion temperatures and penalizing the cycle efficiency. Things 
could be adjusted if NOP is increased; high NOP shorten the ignition delay and brings the 
combustion event closer to the TDC, thus guaranteeing higher quality of combustion [36, 
45].  
NOP and VGT Variation: Varying VGT, as NOP is increased, provides positive 
outcomes especially during transient conditions. The sudden demand of higher load 
induces more fueling and the consequently increase in boost pressure might occur with a 
certain delay (turbolag). During this time a temporary increase in NOP value can be used 
to avoid soot production until the boost is restored [36]. Another way to minimize the 
effect of the turbolag consists in supplying more charge air in correspondence to sudden 
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acceleration by means of the VGT. The ECU can be programmed to provide this 
additional air even before the onset of the acceleration event. 
2.2.2 Urea Consumption Trade-off 
The cost of urea partially offsets the fuel saved by engaging a fuel efficient 
calibration. The use of SCR as a de-NOx technology raises doubts about the impact on 
FC of the urea consumption during the engine operation. Some studies have reported that 
approximately 0.9% of the 32.5% urea solution is consumed per gram of NOx reduced 
when 1 bhp-hr of work is produced during an FTP test [46]. A demonstration on a US 
class-8 highway truck has exhibited a fuel consumption of 5.2 mpg, and a urea 
consumption of 94 mpg [47]. Urea consumed has been estimated to be 3% by volume 
(4% by mass) of the fuel consumed.  
2.3  Optimization Technique 
The vast number of engine parameters responsible for diesel combustion and the 
complexity of their interactions make the engine development very time consuming [48]. 
Moreover, the use of sophisticated statistical tools has made the calibration work more 
complicated. This study proposes a methodology which employs design of experiments 
and statistical tools that is easy to implement, and based only on four engine parameters. 
The adoption of the traditional “single parameter” approach (one parameter varies 
while all the others remain constant) to optimize an engine poses two major difficulties: 
the enormous amount of experiments that should be conducted, which increases with the 
number of factors, and the fact that the optimum value found may not remain as such 
when the parameters simultaneously change [10].  
The advantage of using a design of experiment (DOE) approach, instead, is that 
only a few, among all the possible combinations of the parameter values, need to be 
tested in order to find the optimum engine setting with an acceptable precision level [49].  
 Furthermore, the engine deterioration during its useful life [10] requires highly 
reproducible results, which means solutions insensitive to factors change. The technique 
employed makes use of an orthogonal array, which considers the averaged parameter 
effects when the levels of the other factors are changing [2]. If a parameter has a non-
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negligible contribution even when the conditions of the other factors vary, then the 
parameter can be regarded as a reliable source. In such a case the result obtained has a 
good chance of being reproduced [50]. 
The technique makes use of ANOVA as a tool to quantify the magnitude of the 
parameter effects. ANOVA provides an indication of the contribution of each parameter 
to the response variation [3]. 
The optimization algorithm produces an empirical model which is accurate under 
the assumption of additivity of the parameter effects. This model assumes that the “total 
effect of several factors is equal to the sum of the individual factor effects” [50].  
Such a model was used to predict NOx and FC for different engine calibrations. 
2.3.1 Design of Experiment Techniques 
The Design of Experiment (DOE) has encountered great success during the last 
century. The Degree Of Freedom (DOF) is an important tool to judge how many 
experiments are needed and to understand the amount of information that can be 
extracted from them. It gives an indication of the efficiency of the DOE [51].  
Consider “n” as the number of factors, “l” as number of factor levels, “y” as number of 
combinations or runs. The DOF associated to the “y” experiments is given by: 
 1exp −= yDOF  (1) 
The objective is to gain enough information from experiments conducted so that the 
factor effects can be evaluated. The DOF associated to the factor effect is: 
 )1( −×= lnDOFfac   (2) 
To describe the efficiency of a set of experiments in providing enough information to 
evaluate the factor effect, the following parameter can be used: 
 %)100(
expDOF
DOF
Eff fac=   (3) 
A DOE can be designed according to the following approaches: 
1. Build-test-fix 
2. One-factor-at-a-time 
3. Full factorial 
4. Orthogonal array 
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The build-test-fix approach is very time consuming and intuitive; it does not 
allow to understand how the solution is close to the optimum.  
The one-factor-at-a-time approach is more traditional and is often engaged in 
scientific research and in engineering applications. It consists of fixing all the factors 
except the one under investigation (see Table 1). The biggest drawbacks of this method 
are that it is time consuming and does not account for the effect of simultaneous variation 
of the other factors; therefore, it is not possible to guarantee that the optimum solution 
found through this approach will still hold when all the other parameters are subjected to 
simultaneous variation. In this case the DOF needed to estimate the factor effects and the 
ones available from the experiment are the same:  
 ( ) 7127 =−×=factorDOF , 718exp =−=erimDOF   (4) 
Therefore, the method is efficient in extracting enough information about the effect of 
parameter variation from the experiments. However, since the array is not balanced, the 
results can be deeply altered by the presence of interactions [51]. 
 
Table 1: Single-parameter-at-a-time approach, 7 factor and two levels [51] 
Run A B C D E F G 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 
3 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 
4 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 
5 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 
6 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 
7 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 
8 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
 
The full factorial approach, instead, explores all the possible combinations of the 
factor levels ( nly = ) (see Table 2). In order to find the optimum of the response 
characteristic each “y” experiment needs to be measured and analyzed. Furthermore, this 
method is based on the assumption that there are no other factors affecting the variation 
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under investigation other than those which are purposely kept constant. For this approach, 
the DOF required to evaluate the factor effects are 
 ( ) 7127 =−×=factorDOF , 1271128exp =−=erimDOF   (5) 
 This approach provides extra 120 degrees of freedom therefore is highly inefficient 
because it provides much more information than is actually needed. When the number of 
control factors and levels is high the amount of experiments becomes extremely large.  
The orthogonal array approach, instead, consists in requiring only a small 
portion of the total combinations of the full factorial. Orthogonality here is intended in 
the sense that each factor effect can be determined independently and that no factor 
weighs more than the other during the experiment. 
 
Table 2: Full factorial approach for 7 factors, 2 levels [51] 
Run A B C D E F G 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
2 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 
3 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 
. . . . . . . . 
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
126 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 
127 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 
128 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
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Table 3: Orthogonal array approach for 7 factors, 2 levels [51] 
Run A B C D E F G 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
2 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 
3 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 
4 1 2 2 2 2 1 1 
5 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 
6 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 
7 2 2 1 1 2 2 1 
8 2 2 1 2 1 1 2 
 
The array in Table 3 exhibits a balanced factor levels combinations; the same number of 
factor levels, for instance, appear in the first two columns and in column B when 
considering the first four rows at the same level [51]. For this approach the DOF required 
to evaluate the factor effects are 
 ( ) 7127 =−×=factorDOF , 718exp =−=erDOF   (6) 
 The experiments provide the number of DOF needed to estimate the factor effects; 
therefore, the method is efficient and moreover is balanced.  
The analysis of means (ANOM) can be engaged to process the data collected 
through the DOE. ANOM involves the comparison of the average of the characteristic 
function of factors that are at the same level. 
2.4 Summary of the Literature Review 
Among the numerous engine parameters employed for emissions reduction the 
EGR valve was revealed to be a very effective means of NOx reduction. It achieves this 
by controlling the EGR flow rates, which are responsible for lowering the peak 
temperature of the combustion flame, hence resulting in lower NOx emissions.  
Another engine parameter which affects the EGR flow rate is the VGT, by 
controlling the pressure gradient between exhaust and intake manifold pressure.  
EGR valve position and VGT can be simultaneously used to vary the EGR flow 
rate, and ultimately to lower NOx emissions. For instance, the EGR valve can be 
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responsible for the majority of EGR flow rate control and the VGT can be used mainly 
for operating-point adjustments. On the other hand, the higher EGR flow rate has the 
counter effect of increasing CO2, HC, CO emissions and intake temperature. Higher PM 
levels, mainly the insoluble fraction, higher fuel economy, potential engine wear and 
durability issues are among the other drawbacks of using EGR as means of NOx 
reduction. 
Another issue resulting from high EGR flow rates is the drop in the EGR cooler 
efficiency, by deposition of PM and condensation of HC. The cooler inefficiency is a 
limiting factor to the amount of EGR in the calibration. 
Increasing the injection pressure can be a valid means to exploit the benefits of 
the increased EGR flow rate, while limiting its drawbacks. Higher injection pressure 
enhances the air-fuel mixing, and leads to soot reduction. Furthermore, higher injection 
pressures allow for recovery of the loss in work and fuel economy caused by the 
increased EGR flow rate.  
To obtain very low NOx emissions, NOP and EGR flow can be increased 
simultaneously. Most of the newer engines are equipped with advanced electronic 
actuated injectors, which are capable of providing high injection pressure independently 
of engine load and speed. Therefore, engines equipped with EGR and modern injection 
pressure systems offer great potential for the implementation of a high injection pressure-
high EGR strategy. This emission reduction strategy has been engaged successfully by 
many European HDDE manufactures to meet the EURO IV standards. 
An engine calibration can be realized by optimizing EGR and injection pressures 
over several levels. The optimization, if conducted using a design of experiment (DOE) 
approach requires only a few, among all the possible combinations of the parameter 
values, in order to find the optimum engine setting with an acceptable precision level. 
Furthermore, engine calibrations can be made robust or insensitive to the high variability 
associated with engine manufacturing processes, by the use of orthogonal array 
techniques. 
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CHAPTER 3 EXPERIMENTAL SET UP 
3.1 Test Engines 
The test engines provided by Volvo Powertrain were both 11 liter engines. The 
first was a MY04 Volvo MD11 (Figure 15) and the second was a MY07 Volvo MD11 
(Figure 16) production series.  
 
 
Figure 15: Volvo MY04, 355 hp @ 1800 / 1360 lb-ft @1200 rpm 
 
The MY04 Volvo MD11 is typically used in refuse collection and refuse hauling 
vehicles. It was scheduled to be in production late 2005 for use in Mack, Volvo, and 
Renault heavy-duty vehicles (Table 4). It is equipped with a high pressure loop EGR 
system. The EGR is cooled through an air-to-liquid type heat exchanger, whereas the 
EGR valve is oil-cooled. 
The MY07 was modified to be able to handle higher injection pressures and 
higher levels of EGR. It was equipped with a modified injector lobe overhead camshaft 
with unit mechanically actuated injectors; shorter injector rocker arms were introduced to 
maintain the proper stroke and a strengthened gear train to accommodate an injection 
pressure as high as 2400 bar. 
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Figure 16: Volvo MY07, 339 hp @ 1800 / 1298 lb-ft @1306 rpm 
 
The EGR cooler efficiency was enhanced by the use of a larger size cooler with 
increased piping diameter, a new EGR mixer and a venturi to measure more accurately 
the EGR flow rate. It is equipped with a sliding nozzle and electronically actuated VGT. 
In addition, the MY07 engine is equipped with a “seventh injector” for active 
regeneration of the DPF. 
 
Table 4: Volvo Engine, MD-11 MY07 
Performance 
Power: 339 hp 
Torqe:1298 lb-ft @1306 rpm 
Base Configuration 4 cycle, 6 in-line cylinders 
Aftertreatment DPF with DOC 
Aspiration Sliding Nozzle Variable Turbocharger 
Injection System Dual Solenoid Electronic Unit Injector 
Displacement 661 cu in (10.8 L) 
Compression Ratio 16:1 
Bore & Stroke 4.84 x 5.98 in (123 x 152 mm)  
Cylinder Spacing 6.06 in (154 mm) 
 
 The test engines were installed at the Engine and Emissions Research Laboratory 
(EERL) and tested to verify their emission levels (baseline testing). An optimization 
technique (see Chapter 4) was implemented on the MY04 over a single mode. An 
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additional study including a combustion analysis was performed on this engine to learn 
about the limitations of the technique. The optimized technique was then used on the 
newer engine (MY07 Volvo) to develop the two calibrations. 
Both engines are equipped with axially sliding vanes turbochargers (Section 3.2) 
and with an advanced injection system, EUI 3 (see Section 3.3).  
This study is part of a project whose aim was to demonstrate and evaluate the 
performance, durability and emission reduction potentials of an advanced diesel emission 
control system (ADECS) [52]. In the first part of the project, the engine was developed to 
produce 1 g/bhp-hr NOx, through advanced combustion techniques; this was achieved by 
means of the low-NOx calibrations, presented in this study. The second part of the project 
required to retrofit the engine with an exhaust aftertreatment system and develop the 
integrated system to meet the 2010 emission limits. The procedures adopted and phases 
of the development work are described in details in [53].  
In Section 3.4 is reported a brief description of the exhaust aftertreatment used. 
3.2 Variable Geometry Turbocharger 
The VGT on the MD 11 liter is designed such that the flow area between the 
turbine guide vanes varies in order to provide variable power (see Figure 17); the turbine 
power is then used to drive the compressor so that the desired level of boost can be 
achieved under different engine operating conditions. In this configuration the vanes do 
not pivot but slide axially. 
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Figure 17: VGT with axially sliding vanes [54] 
 
The numerous advantages associated with this design choice are the smaller size 
compared to a VGT with variable vanes; increased durability and reliability, due to the 
decreased number of parts in the hot stream; good transient response and enhanced 
compression brake capability. On the other hand, the cost is higher compared to the 
variable vane VGT [55].  
3.3 Advanced Injection System (EUI3) 
Both the test engines are equipped with E3 injection system from Delphi (see 
Figure 18). The injection pressure and timing are determined by the ECU, which controls 
two distinct valves: Spill control Valve (SCV) and Needle Control Valve (NCV) (Figure 
19). When SCV is activated (valve closed) the pressure builds up in the injector; the 
pressure is released instead when SCV is deactivated (valve open). The NCV valve does 
not affect the injection mechanism, if activated, and the opening and closing of the nozzle 
is dictated by the needle return spring. 
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Figure 18: Delphi E3 fuel injection system [56] 
 
 
Figure 19: Working principle of the injector nozzle of the EUI system [52] 
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Return 
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Injection 
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During the injection event the ECU can decide to treat the two valves system as single or 
double actuators: 
Single Actuator: In this configuration the potential of the system is not 
completely exploited because the NCV is always activated, which means that no 
additional forces are applied to the needle; hence, the whole injection event is regulated 
by SCV. The pressure rises when SCV is activated, and the only counteracting force 
counteracting is the one provided by the return spring. When SCV is opened the fuel 
escapes and the pressure is lowered, which leads to the closure of the needle. 
Two Actuators: In this configuration the timing of the nozzle opening and 
closing is regulated by the NCV. As the NCV is deactivated it exercises an additional 
force on the needle that counteracts with the pressure build up coming from the activation 
of the SCV. By delaying the deactivation of NCV with respect to the closing of SCV the 
timing of the opening and closing of the nozzle can be varied. This action allows high 
pressure to build up [57]. 
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Figure 20: Dynamic of the control of injection [57] 
3.4 Exhaust Gas Aftertreatment  
The different calibrations produced, in this study, with the optimization algorithm 
were tested after the MY07 Volvo engine was equipped with an exhaust aftertreatment 
[53]. The exhaust aftertreatment consisted of DOC, DPF and SCR system. The DPF is a 
Fleetguard “space saver” (see Figure 21), with the DOC located upstream of the PM filter 
for continuous PM removal at low temperature conditions. A seventh injector is installed 
upstream of the DPF to enable active regeneration by injection of HC, essentially diesel 
fuel, into the exhaust in order to increase the temperature up to the level of soot oxidation 
in the presence of oxygen (600 C).  
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Figure 21: Fleetguard compact saver DOC-DPF system [53] 
 
Figure 22: Johnson Matthey SCR system [53] 
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The SCR system manufactured by Johnson Matthey, designed to meet the EURO IV, 
consisted of a urea injection system, urea pump, urea dosage valve and a urea tank (see 
Figure 22). For automotive applications the urea is used in a solution with water, called 
Adblue. The urea-water ratio is 32.5%; this ratio provides the lowest freezing point (-11 
C). The SCR catalyst is equipped with an oxidation catalyst to oxidize the ammonia slip. 
The Adblue pump unit is equipped with an independent controller, where the urea dosage 
maps are implemented. Figure 23 shows the overall system connected to the MY07 
engine on a test bed in the EERL. 
 
 
Figure 23: Exhaust aftertreatment system installed at the EERL 
3.5 In-cylinder Pressure High Speed Acquisition 
High speed in-cylinder pressure acquisition was set up on an external data 
acquisition system (see Figure 24). The system consisted of an in-cylinder pressure 
sensor, a charge amplifier, National Instruments card and a desktop computer. The in-
cylinder pressure sensor is a non-cooled sensor, model 6125B21 from Kistler. Kistler 
claims that this sensor offers precise measurement of in-cylinder pressure for spark 
ignition and diesel engine, which guarantees practically a constant sensitivity over a wide 
DPF SCR catalyst 
 
 
 
Urea injection
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range of temperatures; and that it is a high temperature, ground-insulated sensor to avoid 
electrical interference [58]. The signal is conditioned through a charge amplifier at low 
impedance, a National Instrument acquisition card, processed by a desktop computer and 
displayed real-time though a Labview program. 
 
 
Figure 24: In cylinder pressure acquisition 
system (top); pressure sensor Kistler 6125B21 
(right) [58]. 
 
 
3.6 Engine Test Cell and Laboratory Instrumentation 
The EERL test cell is equipped to perform emission measurements testing 
according to the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) 40 Parts 86, 89, 92, and 1065. DC 
dynamometers (800 hp, 550 hp) are available in test cell, as well as an AC dynamometer 
(300 hp).The Volvo MD 11 MY04 was initially tested on 300 hp AC dynamometer for 
scoping and sensitivity studies on the engine actuators of interests. The engine had to be 
tested at lower power rating in order to comply with the limitations of this dynamometer. 
The engine was then tested on the higher power rating DC dynamometer (550 hp), where 
the optimization technique, which gave the best results in the previous testing, was used 
for emission reduction and combustion studies over a single engine operating mode. For 
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this testing session the exhaust stream was routed to a total exhaust dilution tunnel; a 
critical flow venturi - constant volume sampler (CFV-CVS) based on CFR 40, part 86, 
subpart N.  
The MY07 Volvo engine instead was connected to the highest power rated DC 
dynamometer available at the EERL (800 hp) where the majority of the testing, such as 
baseline, engine calibration and aftertreatment development, were conducted (Figure 25). 
 
 
Figure 25: MY07 Volvo MD 11; 800 hp dynamometer 
 
The exhaust stream was directed into a subsonic CVS venturi with variable speed blower, 
fabricated and controlled according to the CFR 40, Part 1065 (see Figure 26). The tunnel 
is designed to create a turbulent flow (Re > 4000) of the dilution air-exhaust mixed 
stream. The dilution air is filtered through a cascade of HEPA filters, and controlled to 
the required temperature and humidity values. 
A heated flame ionization detector (HFID) was employed to measure 
hydrocarbons; non-dispersive infrared (NDIR) to detect carbon monoxide (CO) and 
carbon dioxide (CO2); chemiluminescent and non dispersive ultraviolet (NDUV) for 
simultaneous measurement of NO, NO2 and ammonia (NH3) (see Figure 28 and Figure 
29) 
Dynamometer Test Engine 
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Figure 26: Sub-sonic venturi in the total exhaust CVS 
 
Figure 27: Variable speed blower 
 
 
 
 
Figure 28: Analyzer bench (Chemiluminescence, FID, NDIR analyzers, gas divider, temp. controller 
box). 
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Figure 29: NDUV analyzer; ABB Limas 11 HW 
 
PM was collected on 47 mm Teflo filters (see Figure 30). A slipstream of exhaust gases 
was drawn from the dilution tunnel and directed into the WVU 2007 compliant PM 
collection system (see Figure 31); particles with aerodynamic diameter with 50% 
efficiency (50^dae) are filtered through a broad cut cyclone. The sample flow rate was 
maintained constant through a mass flow controller. The filter face velocity was kept 
below 100 cm/sec and the filter face temperature below 47 ± 5 ºC.  
 
T Controllers 
NDUV 
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Figure 30: PM filters: 47 mm Teflo filters; engine-out, SCR-out collection 
 
After each run the filter was removed from the PM box and kept in a class 1000 clean 
room (see Figure 32), where after proper conditioning it was measured with a high 
precision micro balance, in accordance with 40 CFR Part 1065. 
 
 
Figure 31: PM box for filter collection. 
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The weighing room was maintained at temperature of 22 ºC ± 3 and at a dew point 
temperature of 9.5 ºC ± 1. The dew point temperature in the room is allowed to vary only 
1 deg, due to the interference between water vapor and the sulfur compounds present on 
the PM collected on the filters. 
 
 
Figure 32: PM weighing room (view from the observation window) 
 
The main engine calibrations developed in this study, low-NOx and low-FC, were 
tested with particle sampling devices; the results and the methodology are illustrated in R. 
Ardanese’s work [53].  
PM count and size-distributions are measured at the EERL with Scanning 
Mobility Particle Sizer (SMPS), Micro-Orifice Uniform Deposit Impactor (MOUDI), 
particle sizer, Tapered Element Oscillating Microbalance (TEOM) and Cambustion 
DMS-500 Fast Particulate Spectrometer.  
High precision scale
Filters rack 
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CHAPTER 4 APPROACH 
This chapter describes procedures, which were adopted to optimize the MY04 
engine over a single-mode and the MY07 engine over multi-modes. Moreover, two 
distinct calibrations (low-NOx, low-FC) are generated and evaluated through steady state 
and transient testing. 
4.1 Model Selection 
The first step was to select the modes over which the engine could be optimized. 
The first choice, since the testing was to be done over ESCs and FTPs, was to optimize 
the engine over modes selected among the ESC and AVL-8 mode cycles [59]. The AVL 
cycle is an 8-modes steady state cycle purposely designed to correlate with the emissions 
produced during an FTP; the overall emissions are calculated assigning to each mode the 
weights indicated in Figure 33. 
 
 
Figure 33: AVL cycle [59] 
 
The combination of the selected modes is, therefore, spread out under the lug curve 
Figure 34. These points represent critical engine operating points for both steady state 
Weighing factor
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and transient certification testing. The engine was optimized over a significantly wider 
area around the selected engine points so that, ultimately, the entire area under the lug 
curve is subjected to modifications. Although the engine was apparently optimized for a 
restricted numbers of engine points (ESC and AVL modes), the calibration characterized 
the engine performance and its emissions over almost the entire span of its operation. 
Once the optimized engine settings were inserted in the engine map, they were 
interpolated with the values around them in order to maintain a similar level of engine 
drivability as the non-optimized map.  
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Figure 34: Selection of modes for low-NOx map (ESC circled and all AVL modes) 
4.2 Parameter Range Selection 
For each of the four engine parameters three levels of variation were selected 
[60]. Three levels are the least number of levels that can be used, without increasing 
enormously the number of experiments, in order to study non linear responses of the 
parameter effects. The values of the four parameters embedded in the engine maps “as-
received” (by WVU from Volvo) were called “baseline settings”. The range for each 
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parameter was selected so that the engine’s physical limitations, such as exhaust 
temperature, smoke limits, turbine speed, engine speed and maximum cylinder pressure 
were not violated. 
A sensitivity study (EGR flow scoping) was conducted to find out how, mode by 
mode, the EGR and VGT could be varied in order to produce more EGR flow rate. 
A more opened position of the EGR valves drives more EGR flow; on the other 
hand, when the EGR valve is fully open, the pre-turbine pressure is lowered to the point 
that the lowest pressure gradient is present on the high pressure loop that drives the 
exhaust gases into the engine intake. But closing of the valve could also lead to an 
increase in the pressure gradient and induces higher boost, which could drive more 
exhaust flow rate, depending on the engine mode; this was found to be true for mode 3 of 
the ESC cycle (see Section 5.2.1). Higher values of EGR flow rate can be also obtained 
by further closing the VGT, since it increases the pre-turbo pressure and hence the 
pressure gradient across the engine, which in turn drives more exhaust gases into the 
engine. 
No direct measurement of injection pressure was available; therefore, to 
determine the range for NOP, a simulation software (EUISIM), developed by 
Delphi/Volvo Powertrain, was used. EUISIM calculates the maximum injection pressure 
for a given level of NOP, based on maximum in-cylinder pressure measurement. The 
injection pressure limitation of 2400 bar, inherent to the fuel injection system available, 
limited the range of values for NOP. For low-FC calibration, where advanced injection 
was required, SOI was advanced until physical limitations of the system were 
encountered. For low-NOx calibration, since the strategy did not indicate any direction of 
SOI variation, the advance angle levels were chosen above and below the baseline value. 
4.3 Single Parameter Study on Combustion 
A “single parameter variation” testing was conducted. This study represents the 
traditional approach to evaluate the impact of engine parameter variation on exhaust 
emissions. It was performed by varying one parameter at a time and keeping fixed all the 
others. For instance, when NOP was varied over three levels the remaining parameters 
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(SOI, EGR and VGT) were maintained at their baseline value (see Table 5). The impact 
of each parameter on the heat release and combustion process was studied.  
 
Table 5: Single parameter variation 
NOP SOI EGR VGT 
1 Baseline Baseline Baseline 
2 Baseline Baseline Baseline 
3 Baseline Baseline Baseline 
Baseline 1 Baseline Baseline 
Baseline 2 Baseline Baseline 
Baseline 3 Baseline Baseline 
Baseline Baseline 1 Baseline 
Baseline Baseline 2 Baseline 
Baseline Baseline 3 Baseline 
Baseline Baseline Baseline 1 
Baseline Baseline Baseline 2 
Baseline Baseline Baseline 3 
 
This study was conducted over a single mode on MY04 Volvo engine. It was a 
preliminary exercise was done to assess the impact of each engine parameter variation on 
the emissions, but especially on the combustion process. The information gathered 
through this experiment could be also used to more accurately set up experiments, which 
include multivariate optimization of parameters. 
4.4 Level Assignment and Strategy Implementation 
 The high EGR-high injection pressure strategy was implemented for the low-
NOx map by strategically assigning the baseline value to the parameter levels. The 
baseline setting for NOP was assigned to “level 1”; hence, the remaining levels were 
assigned to higher injection pressure values, “level 2” and “level 3” (see Table 6). The 
strategy does not provide any indications regarding the direction of SOI variation, 
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therefore baseline value was assigned to “level 2”, which makes the algorithm search for 
values higher and lower than the baseline. 
 
Table 6: High NOP-high EGR strategy implementation for Low-NOx map 
 
 
Baseline EGR valve and baseline VGT positions were assigned according to results of 
the sensitivity study that exhibited higher EGR flow rate. 
The advanced injection-high injection pressure strategy was implemented for 
the low-FC map by strategically assigning the baseline value to the parameter levels, not 
unlike the assignments for high EGR-high injection pressure strategy. More advanced 
injection was implemented by assigning the SOI baseline value to the “level 1”. Solution 
at higher injection pressures was found by assigning NOP baseline to “level 1” (see Table 
7). The baseline values for EGR and VGT were reversed with respect to levels in Table 6 
in order to obtain solutions at lower level of EGR flow. 
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Table 7: Level assignment for low-FC map (high NOP-advanced injection) 
Engine Parameter Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 
SOI Baseline + ++ 
NOP Baseline + ++ 
VGT Baseline + ++ 
EGR -- - Baseline 
 
4.5 Orthogonal Matrix Testing  
The “orthogonal matrix” testing makes use of an orthogonal array design to 
isolate the main effects of a single parameter on the response function. Orthogonality is 
intended in a combinatoric sense: “for any pair of columns- in the array- all combinations 
of factors occur an equal number of times” [50]. The orthogonal array chosen is an L9 
array (see Table 8). It is based on the assumption of “no interactions” between 
parameters, which in other terms implies that models used to fit the data collected do not 
include cross product terms between the parameters. However, the validity of this 
assumption needs to be proved, and this was done by comparing the model predictions 
with the measured points.  
 
Table 8: Orthogonal array design, 9 experiments-4 control factors (L9) 
 NOP VGT EGR SOI NOx FC 
1 1 1 1 1 NOx1 FC1 
2 1 2 2 2 NOx2 FC2 
3 1 3 3 3 NOx3 FC3 
4 2 1 2 3 NOx4 FC4 
5 2 2 3 1 NOx5 FC5 
6 2 3 1 2 NOx6 FC6 
7 3 1 3 2 NOx7 FC7 
8 3 2 1 3 NOx8 FC8 
9 3 3 2 1 NOx9 FC9 
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The engine was tested according to the nine different configurations indicated by the 
rows of the orthogonal array; NOx and FC were measured for each of the nine 
experiments (see Table 8) and then fed to the optimization algorithm. 
4.6 Identification of the Optimum Control Factor Levels 
The optimization algorithm processed the data collected according to the 
orthogonal array design in order to find solutions of improved robustness.  
The emission concentrations were converted in decibel applying the logarithm, as 
follows: 
 ( )NOxNOxdB log10−=    (7) 
This helps reducing the effect of interactions between the control factors, since 
multiplicative changes in the argument of the logarithm are transformed to additive 
changes, thus making the metric more additive in a statistical sense [51]. It is implied that 
NOx and FC, which appear in the formulas of this chapter, are in decibels and the 
notation dB is omitted.  
The first step to estimate the factor effect was to calculate the overall mean: 
 ∑
=
=
9
1
exp 9
1
i
iNOxxNO    (8) 
The factor level response for each level was calculated using analysis of means (ANOM) 
as follows [51]: 
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Note, for instance, that the factor 3SOIxNO  is given by the sum of all the NOx values in 
Table 8, which are associated with “level 3” of the SOI factor. The actual effect of the 
factor level is instead determined by its deviation from the overall mean; for instance, for 
the factor NOP at “level 1” the 1NOPNOxΔ  is given by [51]: 
        exp11 xNOxNONOx NOPNOP −=Δ    (10) 
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The orthogonality of the array ensures that this method of estimating the factor 
effect is balanced since when the mean is calculated for a factor at a fixed level, the 
remaining factors assume the other levels an equal number of times. Once all the factor 
effects, or deviations from the overall mean, are calculated, they can be summarized as in 
Table 9. 
The factor effect that presents the highest deviation from the overall mean is the 
optimal setting; therefore, for each factor the optimal level setting is the one to which is 
associated the highest value of ΔNOx or ΔFC.  
 
Table 9: Factor effects table 
Factor Level ΔNOx ΔFC 
NOP 
1 ΔNOx NOP1 ΔFC NOP1 
2 ΔNOx NOP2 ΔFC NOP2 
3 ΔNOx NOP3 ΔFC NOP3 
SOI 
1 ΔNOx SOI1 ΔFC SOI1 
2 ΔNOx SOI2 ΔFC SOI2 
3 ΔNOx SOI3 ΔFC SOI3 
EGR 
1 ΔNOx EGR1 ΔFC EGR1 
2 ΔNOx EGR2 ΔFC EGR2 
3 ΔNOx EGR3 ΔFC EGR3 
VGT 
1 ΔNOx VGT1 ΔFC VGT1 
2 ΔNOx VGT2 ΔFC VGT2 
3 ΔNOx VGT3 ΔFC VGT3 
 
4.7 Predictive Model 
A predictive model can be derived for the data collected according to the 
orthogonal array design of experiment. This very simple predictive model is based on the 
ANOM and expresses the target function (NOx and FC) as a sum of the overall mean and 
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the deviation of each factor levels (NOP1, NOP2, NOP3, EGR1, EGR, etc.) from the 
average [51]. 
( ) ( ) ( )expexpexpexp . xNOxNOxNOxNOxNOxNOxNONOx EGRSOINOPpred −++−+−+=   (11) 
( ) ( ) ( )expexpexpexp . FCFCFCFCFCFCFCFC EGRSOINOPpred −++−+−+=                      (12) 
where each term between brackets, for instance expNOxNO NOP − ,represents the sum of 
the factor level effects: ( ) ( ) ( )exp3exp2exp1 NOxNONOxNONOxNO NOPNOPNOP −+−+− . 
This model consists of the simple sum of the individual factor effects and does not 
include cross-terms, which instead, if they were present, would imply interactions 
between the factors. 
The lowest NOx value or the lowest FC that can be achieved per mode is found by 
substituting the optimal settings, found applying the procedure described in Section 4.6, 
in the prediction models. 
4.8 Verification Test  
The empirical model produced by this technique predicted values of NOx and FC 
for every mode. Verification tests were conducted to confirm the model predictions for 
each of the calibrations generated. When the predictions of the model were not within the 
confidence levels, the assumption of “independency” of the parameters was rejected and 
the interaction among the parameters was assumed [3]. In this case a new orthogonal 
matrix was designed, which included parameter interactions in order to predict NOx and 
FC more accurately. The redesign of the orthogonal array to include interactions was 
done for a single mode. 
The verification test allows confirming the additivity of the prediction model, 
which really means its freedom from interactions. If the verification test confirms the 
model prediction then the optimal solution found is robust, predictable and reproducible; 
it means that the control factor effects are well understood. On the other hand, a failure in 
the prediction can indicate a lack in robustness or that there are non negligible 
interactions, which mean lack of additivity. Establishing how close the prediction and 
verification results need to be in order to claim a success of the experiment is a difficult 
task. A method to make this decision is supplied by the ANOVA test [51].  
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4.9 Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) 
The analysis of variance is a fundamental tool when dealing with DOE 
techniques. It allows decomposing variations observed in the data into contributions 
coming from the factor effects, interactions and the experimental error. The significance 
of each factor effect, indeed, is found by comparing the variance between the factor 
effects and the variance associated with the experimental data, which can come from a 
random error or from interactions among the control factors.  
ANOVA employs variance to measure the strength of a control factor effect, and 
does that by means of sum of squares. Once the strongest control factors are identified, 
they can be used to build an accurate predictive model. The overall mean is used as a 
reference value from which the deviation of a control factor can be estimated by means of 
the sum of square. The grand total sum of squares is given by [51]: 
 TotalSSSSGTSS +=  (13) 
The “SS” component represents the sum of squares due to the overall mean:  
 2exp xNOnSS ×=   (14) 
The “TotalSS” is given by the contribution to the variation about the mean of every 
single control factor: 
 ( )29
1
∑
=
−=
i
i xNONOxTotalSS   (15) 
For instance, considering NOP as control factor and nNOP1, nNOP2 and nNOP3 the number of 
experiments respectively at level 1, 2 and 3, the sum of squares due to variation about the 
mean is given by: 
 ( )( ) ( )( )233211 ... xNOxNOnxNOxNOnSS NOPNOPNOPNOPNOP −++−= (16) 
The SS NOP, SS SOI SS VGT and SS EGR become a measure of the relative significance of the 
control factors if they are compared to the TotalSS: 
 100% ×⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛=
TotalSS
SSSS NOPNOP   (17) 
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4.9.1 Error Variance 
In order to understand whether the control factors are significant and can be used 
in the predictive model, the variance associated with the control factor (“MS”) needs to 
be compared against the variation of the data due to experimental error and interactions 
(“ 2eS ”). The F-test can be used for this purpose [51]: 
 2
eS
MSF =   (18) 
 
factor
factor
DOF
SS
MS =   (19) 
 
error
error
e DOF
SS
S =2   (20) 
where MS is the mean square due to a control factor and 2eS  is the mean square due to 
experimental error. It is necessary to determine the magnitude of the experimental error 
and there are many ways to do that. The method used in this work is called “pooling”. It 
consists in pooling the sum of the squares of the control factors which exhibited a small 
contribution in order to determine the experimental error. This method has been adopted 
because all the degrees of freedom available in the orthogonal matrix design were used to 
evaluate the factor effect.  
The F-test can be used to determine the significance of a control factor in the 
predictive model. If F >>1 the effect of a control factor outweighs the variance associated 
with the experiment and the factor should be used in the predictive model. On the other 
hand if F<2 the factor effect is moderate compared to the error variance of the 
experiment, therefore can be neglected and the data gathered can be used to estimate the 
2
eS  [51]. 
4.10 Second Stage of Emission Reduction 
 Further reduction in emissions was achieved using results of the orthogonal 
matrix optimization as a starting point (baseline values). Based on the ANOVA results 
the parameter with the most significant impact on emissions was used as a means to 
obtain further NOx reductions or improve FC (second stage optimization). This 
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optimization stage consists basically of “single-parameter” variations. That is, the 
parameter indicated by the ANOVA analysis is varied until the targeted emissions level 
or the desired FC are achieved. The variation of the single parameter was interrupted 
when the engine physical limitations were met. 
Once the engine calibrations were generated and evaluated over the certification 
test cycles (FTPs and ESCs) the engine was retrofitted with an aftertreatment system [see 
Section 3.4]. The development of the aftertreatment and the impact of the different 
calibrations on the integrated system (engine retrofitted with DPF and SCR) emissions 
and performance is described in another work [53]. 
4.11  Engine Calibrations Evaluation  
The two calibrations generated were evaluated and compared over sets of steady 
state (ESC) and transient (FTP) tests. Concentration of the regulated gaseous emissions 
(NOx, HC, PM, CO) and CO2 were measured and mass emissions were calculated. In 
particular, NOx emissions were measured with chemiluminescence and NDUV 
analyzers. The different calibrations were evaluated in terms of the following parameters:  
1. Engine-out NOx produced, since higher NOx means higher urea 
consumption, which ultimately impacts the FC, making one calibration 
more advantageous than the other. 
2.  Engine-out PM level which is responsible for the soot loading of the DPF 
and hence the frequency of active and passive regeneration. 
3.  Exhaust temperature and NO2/NO ratio as they are considered critical 
factors for the SCR conversion efficiency [6].   
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CHAPTER 5 RESULTS 
Presented in this chapter are results of the single-mode study on the MY04 
engine, and the multimode optimization study on the MY07 engine. “Lessons learned” on 
the MY04 engine were carried over to the MY07 engine multimode exercise, which 
covered the entire domain of engine operation. Several calibrations, targeting low NOx 
emissions and fuel efficient solutions, were generated. Attempts to raise exhaust 
temperature for the fuel efficient maps were met with varying the timing of opening of 
the exhaust valve. 
5.1 Single Mode Study (MY04 Engine) 
This study was conducted on the MY04 Volvo engine. Due to the engine’s 
limitations in regard to injection pressure and EGR levels, the engine was mainly used to 
test the potential of the optimization technique described in Chapter 4. This study focused 
on the sensitivity of the actuators responsible of the engine parameter variation and their 
effect on the combustion process. 
5.1.1 Mode Selection 
The selection of mode 3 (see Table 10) of the ESC cycle as the mode for choice 
of experiments based on the following considerations: it is a mode that produces high 
NOx levels, and therefore offered good potential for NOx reduction; it has a fairly high 
weighing factor assigned to it in the formula for the calculation of the cycle emissions; it 
falls within the NTE zone, and furthermore, it is a medium load-low speed mode, which 
has proven to be particularly suited for calibrations based on increase of injection 
pressure and EGR. 
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Table 10: Mode 3 of ESC cycle 
MODE 3 
Speed 1513 rpm 
Torque 877.2 Nm (647 ft-lbs) 
Indicated Torque 1127.45 Nm 
 
For each parameter three levels of variation were chosen. The high EGR-high injection 
pressure strategy was implemented by selectively assigning the baseline values to 
parameter levels (see Table 11), as described in Section 4.4. Table 11 outlines the 
implemented strategy, which called for progressively closing the EGR valve 
(“Baseline”=”Level 3”) and progressively opening the VGT (“Baseline”=”Level 1”).  
Higher values of EGR flow were instead obtained by further opening more the EGR 
valve and decreasing VGT; the latter had the effect of increasing the pre-turbo pressure, 
and hence, the pressure gradient across the engine, which in turn, drove more exhaust 
gases into the intake. Therefore, the EGR-VGT level assignment was made under 
erroneous assumptions. A preliminary sensitivity study on the actuators would have 
helped understand the direction of EGR and VGT variation in order to produce greater 
EGR flow rate. This lesson learned was applied in the multi-modes testing, as reported in 
Section 5.2. 
 
Table 11: Strategy implementation for low-NOx optimization 
MODE 3 LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3 
VGT Baseline + ++ 
EGR - - - Baseline 
SOI - Baseline + 
NOP Baseline + + 
 
Due to the level assignment configuration, the algorithm searched the possible solution 
among points at higher VGT, which ultimately resulted in lower EGR flow rates; 
therefore higher NOx emissions. 
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5.1.2 Orthogonal Array Testing and Optimal Solution 
The engine was tested according to the nine different configurations shown in the 
orthogonal array (see Table 12). Brake-specific NOx, PM and FC values were calculated 
for each test, and results are shown in Table 13. 
 
Table 12: Orthogonal array parameter settings 
M
O
D
E
 3
 
  VGT EGR SOI NOP 
1 idle idle idle idle 
2 1 1 1 1 
3 1 2 2 2 
4 1 3 3 3 
5 2 1 2 3 
6 2 2 3 1 
7 2 3 1 2 
8 3 1 3 2 
9 3 2 1 3 
10 3 3 2 1 
 VGT 
(%) 
EGR 
(%) 
SOI 
(Deg) 
NOP 
(Deg) 
1 idle idle idle idle 
2 43.8 55 4.4 5.4 
3 43.8 75 8.4 7.7 
4 43.8 95 12.4 10 
5 57 55 8.4 10 
6 57 75 12.4 5.4 
7 57 95 4.4 7.7 
8 70 55 12.4 7.7 
9 70 75 4.4 10 
10 70 95 8.4 5.4 
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Table 13: Orthogonal array and NOx, PM and FC measurements 
  VGT EGR SOI NOP NOx PM FC 
  Level Level Level Level g/bhp-hr mg/bhp-hr g/bhp-hr
1 1 1 1 1 2.1 52.4 164.7 
2 1 2 2 2 3.6 26.3 147.3 
3 1 3 3 3 5.9 23.9 154.9 
4 2 1 2 3 8.3 23.6 168.7 
5 2 2 3 1 8.3 23.8 159.1 
6 2 3 1 2 4.7 19.2 152.9 
7 3 1 3 2 9.8 18.4 145.5 
8 3 2 1 3 6.8 19.3 140.1 
9 3 3 2 1 6.7 22.1 166.4 
 
Figure 35 displays the plots of the four different factor effects on three different 
characteristic functions: NOx, PM and FC.   
The factor effect was calculated as described in Section 4.6. Figure 35 shows the 
negative logarithm of the average response. The optimal level for each control factor is 
the highest value of the characteristic function, which corresponds to the maximum value 
as seen in Figure 35. Four different optimal solutions were selected according to the 
characteristic functions, low-NOx, low-PM, low-FC, and low-NOx/low-PM, as shown in 
Table 14.  
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Figure 35: Control factor effects on NOx, PM and FC 
 
Table 14: Optimal configuration for four different target functions 
 VGT EGR SOI NOP 
low-NOx  1 1 1 1 
low-PM  3 3 3 2 
low-FC 3 2 3 2 
Low-NOx/low-PM  1 3 1 2 
 
The first solution found in Table 14 indicates a configuration with the EGR valve at 
relatively closed position (“level 1”), and at retarded injection event (“level 1”). The 
algorithm could not find high EGR rates points; this may be due the fact that, as 
mentioned above, closing EGR or increasing VGT both contribute to higher NOx. The 
NOx reduction is, in this case, primarily due to retarded injection, which compensates for 
the higher NOx resulting from the closing of the EGR valve. The solution targeting low-
PM instead calls for engine configuration with high NOP, VGT and advanced angle. 
High NOP contributes mainly to PM reduction, and an increase in VGT and the advanced 
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injection both contribute to additional reduction in PM. On the other hand, both of these 
variations lead to higher NOx. The simultaneous optimization of NOx and PM, low-
NOx-PM solution, led instead to the algorithm to find a solution at higher NOP and 
retarded injection. In summary, retarded injection timing turned out to be the only means 
available for NOx reduction, due to the erroneous level assignment for the EGR and VGT 
control factors. 
5.1.3 ANOVA of the Results 
Results in Table 13 can be further processed with ANOVA, which can reveal the 
contribution of each control factor to the responses. Table 15 are shows the degrees of 
freedom, “DF”, the sum square, “SS”, and the mean sum, “MS”, all of which were 
discussed in Section 4.9. These values were employed to calculate the contributions of 
control factors in percent.  
 
Table 15: ANOVA results table 
Control 
Factors 
DF SS NOx MS NOx NOx SS PM MS PM PM SS FC MS FC FC 
-- dB2 dB2 % dB2 dB2 % dB2 dB2 % 
VGT 2 20.2 10.1 53.48 8.03 4.01 43.58 0.13 0.06 18.58
EGR 2 0.82 0.41 2.18 3.14 1.57 17.02 0.18 0.09 25.63
SOI 2 12.55 6.27 33.22 2.06 1.03 11.19 0.11 0.05 15.97
NOP 2 4.2 2.1 11.12 5.2 2.6 28.2 0.27 0.14 39.82
 
The highest contribution to NOx variation was attributed to VGT, as shown in Figure 36. 
Contribution of the EGR valve position was minimal. The potential of the VGT to effect 
NOx reduction was not fully exploited by the optimization search, since levels were 
assigned in a manner that limited the search toward higher values of VGT; hence, higher 
NOx. To take advantage of the VGT on NOx reduction, the VGT levels had to be 
reassigned. The optimal solution was found by varying the injection timing instead, 
which, according to the ANOVA test, showed it was the second largest contributor to 
NOx variation. The ANOVA test also showed that VGT, in the selected range and for the 
mode under investigation, had the highest weight in PM reduction (see Figure 37), which 
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explains why the optimization effort found a solution with a more open VGT position. 
NOP and timing contributed significantly to PM variation, as well. The low PM 
calibration did not exploit the potential of EGR valve position in reducing PM. 
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Figure 36: Factors contribution to NOx reduction 
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Figure 37: Factors contribution to PM variation 
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5.1.4 Verification Testing 
A model generated from the data shown in Table 13 was used to predict NOx, PM 
and FC for the four different optimal configurations found. 
In Table 16 “NOxp” is the NOx predicted by the model and “NOx” is instead the 
actual measurement after the verification test, both expressed in g/bhp-hr to show the 
actual NOx, PM and FC levels obtained. The difference between the predicted and 
measured value is called “del1”, and it should be less than the “Sigm1”, level of 
confidence; both are left in dB. 
 
Table 16: NOx prediction results for the four characteristic functions 
Calibrations 
NOxp NOx Sigm1 del1 
g/bhp-hr  g/bhp-hr dB dB 
Low-NOx 2.72 2.2 4.90 1.39 
Low-PM 11.16 9.17 4.90 1.38 
Low-FC 11.16 9.33 2.95 0.82 
LowNOx/LowPM 2.72 2.42 3.85 0.74 
 
Table 17 and Table 18 shows the measurements and predictions respectively of PM and 
FC, for the low-NOx, low-PM, low-FC and low-NOx/low-PM characteristic functions. 
 
Table 17: PM prediction results for the four characteristic functions 
Calibrations 
PMp PM Sigm2 del2 
mg/bhp-hr  mg/bhp-hr dB dB 
Low-NOx 37.35 52.15 3.09 0.77 
Low-PM 16.09 18.51 8.01 1.14 
Low-FC 16.09 21.63 4.28 0.30 
LowNOx/LowPM 25.99 40.88 3.40 1.20 
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Table 18: FC prediction results for the four characteristic functions 
Calibrations 
FCp FC Sigm3 del3 
g/bhp-hr g/bhp-hr dB dB 
Low-NOx 166.15 159.62 7.46 1.62 
Low-PM 149.87 159.52 15.10 2.56 
Low-FC 140.97 162.00 7.43 0.75 
LowNOx/LowPM 149.87 157.99 6.88 1.06 
 
Four tests were conducted to verify the model assumption; NOx, PM and FC were 
predicted accurately within the confidence levels of 68.2% (2σ) for all the four optimal 
configurations. Therefore, the model assumption of independency of the control factor 
effects was valid.  
A limitation to the FC results lays in the fact that FC was gravimetrically 
measured and the resolution of the scale did not allow sensing variations lower than 50g, 
which was the order of magnitude of the parameter effects on FC. An improvement in FC 
predictions can have been obtained by employing fuel metering instruments with better 
resolution. 
 Figure 38 shows the low-NOx optimal solutions. NOx, PM and FC model 
predictions are compared to their correspondent measured value. As can be seen in Figure 
38 the predicted value, for all the response functions, falls within the confidence level 
(±σ) indicated on the bars of the measured value. Results are expressed in dB, 
considering the absolute value of NOx, PM and FC responses. 
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Figure 38: Model predictions and verification measurements for low-NOx optimal solution 
5.1.5 Analysis of the Optimal Engine Configurations 
The low-NOx configuration resulted in a NOx reduction of 10%, an increase in 
PM of 11%, and slight improvement in FC (0.3%) from the baseline levels (see Table 
19).  
 
Table 19: Emission reduction and performance improvement of the optimal solutions 
Targets 
NOx PM FC NOxred PMred FCred 
g/bhp-hr mg/bhp-hr g/bhp-hr % % % 
Low-NOx 2.20 52.2 160 10.9 -11 0.36 
Low-PM 9.17 18.5 159 -271 60 0.42 
Low-FC 9.33 21.6 162 -277 54 -1.12 
LowNOxPM 2.42 40.9 158 2.02 13 1.38 
Baseline 2.47 46.8 160 -- -- -- 
 
The retarded injection made the main combustion shift from 8 to 10 deg after the TDC as 
shown in Figure 39. The result was lower in-cylinder pressure (see Figure 40). The 
combustion process was found to be characterized by lower premixed combustion and 
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longer diffusion combustion. The low-PM optimal solution brought a reduction in PM of 
60%, an increase in NOx and a reduction in FC of 0.4%. Advancing the injection brought 
the heat release peak to occur 2 deg before the TDC, as can be seen in Figure 39; hence, 
the combustion quality improved as the MEP and the maximum in-cylinder pressure 
increased (see Figure 40). 
 
 
Figure 39: Heat Release curves for the four optimal configurations 
 
The low-FC solution did not lead to any fuel economy improvement (1% increase in FC). 
This could be attributed to the inadequate accuracy and resolution of the fuel 
measurement scale employed. The low-NOx/low-PM solution, instead, brought little 
reduction in NOx (2%), a more significant reduction in PM (12%) and improvements in 
FC (1%). 
Results showed that with only nine tests it was possible to search a solution space 
of 27 possible combinations, and to successfully find solutions, that yielded lower 
emissions and better FC. Furthermore, this approach allowed for development of an 
experimental NOx model with acceptable accuracy. The positive results of the single 
mode testing led to the decision to use the present methodology to develop an engine 
calibration. 
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Figure 40: Combustion parameters for the four optimal configurations 
5.1.6 Study on the Single Parameter Effect   
Effect of VGT Variation: The increase of VGT from 43.8% to 70%, with the 
other parameters being at their baseline values, had a significant impact on both NOx and 
PM emissions; NOx increased more than 60% and PM was reduced by almost the same 
amount (see Figure 41).This can be explained by the fact that the pre-turbo pressure 
dropped at higher values of VGT; hence, boost pressure and burned air fraction (BAF) 
decreased, thus having a major impact on NOx emissions. The lower EGR flow rate 
decreased the combustion flame temperature, which in turn resulted in lower NOx 
emissions. On the other hand, PM was reduced as a result of the drop of soot oxidation 
rate. The mean effective pressure (“MEP”) and the AFR exhibited a non-linear trend with 
the increase of VGT. The rise in premixed combustion appeared to correlate with 
increase in NOx, just as a decrease in the diffusion combustion correlates with the lower 
PM emissions (see Figure 42). 
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Table 20: Single parameter test matrix 
M
O
D
E
 3
 
  VGT EGR SOI NOP 
1 idle idle idle idle 
2 1 3 2 1 
3 2 3 2 1 
4 3 3 2 1 
5 1 1 2 1 
6 1 2 2 1 
7 1 3 1 1 
8 1 3 3 1 
9 1 3 2 2 
10 1 3 2 3 
 VGT 
(%) 
EGR 
(%) 
SOI 
(deg) 
NOP 
(deg) 
1 idle idle idle idle 
2 43.8 95 8.4 5.4 
3 57 95 8.4 5.4 
4 70 95 8.4 5.4 
5 43.8 55 8.4 5.4 
6 43.8 75 8.4 5.4 
7 43.8 95 4.4 5.4 
8 43.8 95 12.4 5.4 
9 43.8 95 8.4 7.7 
10 43.8 95 8.4 10 
 
 Table 20 displays the settings of the four parameters as they were varied one-a-time over 
three levels, while the remaining factors were maintained at the baseline value (see 
Section 4.3). 
Combustion duration and ignition delay did not exhibit a reduction, as expected, 
due to lower temperature and higher EGR rates. Both these factors contribute to increase 
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the time required for injected fuel to burn. On the other hand, combustion duration and 
ignition delay were found to be 14% and 10% higher, respectively. 
 
 
Figure 41: Effect of VGT variation on emission and combustion parameters (“+” and “++” indicates 
increasing values of VGT as shown in Table 11) 
 
 
Figure 42: VGT effect on combustion parameter broadcasted by the ECU  
 
Effect of EGR Valve Variation: The EGR valve was progressively closed from 
95% (baseline setting) down to 55%, in two steps, while VGT was kept at its baseline 
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position. This had a significant impact on PM (reduction of 35%) and led to an increase 
in NOx emissions of 28%. The increase in NOx was probably related to the reduction in 
BAF, which was also confirmed by the smaller EGR flow rate available. The slight boost 
variation correlated with the slight improvement in the AFR and the small increase in in-
cylinder pressure [Figure 43]. 
 
 
Figure 43: EGR effect on parameter broadcasted by the ECU (“-” and “--” indicates decreasing 
values of EGR as shown in Table 11) 
 
Effect of SOI: SOI was retarded from the baseline value (crank angle, 8.4 deg) 
and then advanced by 4 deg. Retarding the injection resulted a significant reduction in 
NOx (12%) and a significant increase in PM (30%). Delaying the injection led the main 
combustion event to occur at 10 deg after the TDC, as shown in Figure 44. As a 
consequence, the in-cylinder pressure peak and the MEP were reduced, and a reduction in 
in-cylinder temperature caused lower NOx.  The loss of work appeared as an increase of 
FC (1.4%). Lower pressure in the combustion chamber and lower temperatures resulted 
in lower combustion efficiency, and the increase in PM testified to the decreased 
combustion quality. 
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Figure 44: SOI variation effect on heat release curve 
 
Slight increase in boost pressure correlated with the slightly higher AFR. Other effects of 
the injection retard can be seen on the small reduction in EGR flow rate and BAF, which 
contributed very little to NOx variation. The ignition delay, defined as the difference 
between the fuel injection and the start of combustion points, should have increased 
because with lower in-cylinder temperature, the entire chemical reaction should slow 
down. Instead ignition delay exhibited a value higher than 3% from the baseline. The 
premixed and diffusion combustion were both slightly higher than the baseline and they 
did not correlate with NOx and PM variations, as expected. 
Advancing the timing led NOx to increase (40%), PM to decrease (33%) and a 
reduction was observed in FC. The higher quality of combustion, as suggested by the 
lower PM and FC, may be attributed to the fact that the main combustion is closer to the 
TDC. Higher in-cylinder peak pressure and MEP caused the NOx to increase and this 
correlated well with the higher premixed portion. The lower PM observed instead, 
correlated with the lower diffusion portion of the combustion. The ignition delay was 
greater than 50% with respect to the baseline value, which probably explains the peak of 
premixed combustion. Lower ignition delay was expected since the combustion was 
accelerated bringing the heat release peak closer to the TDC. A small decrease in boost 
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brought a slight decrease in AFR, BAF and EGR flow rate and subsequently a small 
contribution to NOx emissions. 
Effect of NOP: As NOP was increased NOx was significantly affected (increase 
of 38%), but a bigger impact was observed on PM, a reduction of 55%. The average 
injection pressure increased from 1186 bar to 1384 bar and the injection duration was 
shortened, as can be seen in Figure 45. The higher level of injection pressure led to higher 
peak pressure and mean effective pressure (MEP).  
 
 
Figure 45: Effect of NOP on injection pressure and needle lift 
 
Higher injection pressure resulted in better fuel atomization. This basically leads to a 
faster air-fuel mixing, hence better combustion. This was confirmed by the significant 
reduction in soot and improved FC (1.2%) observed (see Figure 46).  For intermediate 
NOP (NOP at “level 2”) the ignition delay was reduced of 10%. For high NOP (NOP at 
“level 3”), instead, the ignition delay was substantially unchanged from the baseline, but 
the premixed combustion peaked.  
  The effects of NOP increase on boost and AFR were negligible; the reduction of BAF 
and EGR flow instead had very little effect on NOx variation.  
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Figure 46: Effect of NOP on combustion parameters (“+” and “++” indicates increasing values of 
NOP as shown in Table 11) 
 
Figure 47 and Figure 48 summarize the control factor effects in terms of NOx-PM and 
NOx-FC trade off. 
VGT resulted to be a very effective means of NOx control (from 2.6 to 6.6 g/bhp-
hr), with moderate effect on PM (44%) and negligible impact on FC. On the other hand, 
high NOP affected significantly PM (181% reduction), and FC (1% reduction) with 
moderate variation in NOx (58%). EGR valve had little impact on NOx and PM 
emissions, in the selected range, respectively 31% and 33%. SOI was instead effective in 
controlling NOx with 19% NOx reduction when retarded, and 77% NOx increase when 
advanced; and in controlling PM, 44% PM increase when retarded, and 47% reduction 
when advanced. 
Even though these results were obtained for just one mode of the ESC cycle, they 
show the NOx control potentials of VGT and the capability of PM reduction of NOP. 
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Figure 47: NOx-PM trade off for the different control factors 
 
 
Figure 48:  NOx-FC trade off for the different control factors 
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5.2 Multi-mode Study to Optimize the MY07 Volvo MD11 Engine  
The single-mode study on MY04 Volvo engine proved that the optimization 
technique that was employed was successful and it could be used to optimize the engine 
over the remaining modes of the ESC and the AVL cycles. Work on the MY04 engine 
showed how critical it was to understand the direction of EGR and VGT variations in 
order to allow the algorithm to search in the zones suggested by the emission reduction 
strategy. It was understood that EGR and VGT have to be varied in order to make 
enhance the EGR flow rate. It was also understood that the change that would 
significantly affect NOx emissions may depend upon the engine mode. Therefore, a study 
was conducted on the sensitivity of the two actuators for each of the engine operation 
modes that were involved in the optimization process.  
5.2.1 EGR Flow Sensitivity Study 
As is evident in Figure 49 , setting the EGR valve to a more open position, 
compared to the baseline value, drastically increased the EGR flow rate and reduced NOx 
emissions. This was found to be true for all modes that were optimized except for mode 3 
(ESC cycle). For mode 3, progressive opening of the EGR valve led to a reduction in 
EGR flow rate; hence, an increase in NOx. On the other hand, higher values of VGT 
yielded lower EGR flow rate; hence, higher NOx (see Figure 50). Large steps of EGR 
valve variation impacted NOx in a manner, very similar to what small increments of 
VGT did. Therefore, a wider range was associated with EGR valve position. 
Furthermore, it was noticed that VGT exhibited a more linear relationship with EGR flow 
rate, and ultimately with NOx concentrations, than EGR valve position.  
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Figure 49: Effect of EGR valve sweep on NOx and EGR flow, MODE 10 
 
 
Figure 50: Effect of VGT sweep on EGR flow and NOx (MODE 10) 
 
NOx emissions exhibit a high sensitivity to VGT variations. Further the ANOVA 
identified VGT as one of the main contributors in the characteristic function variations, as 
discussed in Section 5.2.3. 
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5.2.2 Level Assignment Matrixes 
The implementation of NOx and FC reduction strategies is shown in Table 21 and 
Table 22. Baseline values were assigned to each of the control factors, for every ESC and 
AVL mode. Baseline settings are shown as bold values in Table 21. High injection 
pressure and high EGR rate strategy was implemented for the low-NOx calibrations and 
high injection pressure and advanced injection timing strategy was implemented for the 
low-FC calibrations as described in Section 4.4. Note that only six modes, among the low 
and intermediate load modes of the ESC cycle were optimized for the low-NOx 
calibration (see Table 21). For the high load modes, namely modes 2, 8 and 10, it was 
observed that a slight increase in EGR flow rate, by means of EGR valve and/or VGT 
variation, induced the engine control to activate an “engine protection mode”. This 
caused the fuel to be reduced and it was difficult to maintain the same load setting when 
this occurred. The “engine protection mode” is typically enabled when engine physical 
limitations, such as in-cylinder pressure limit or turbo-wheel speed limit and compressor 
discharge temperature are violated. The main engine parameters were constantly 
monitored, and none of them exceeded the limitations prescribed; therefore, the limited 
information available on the dynamics of the engine control imposed to exclude the high-
load modes from the optimization process. This problem did not occur for the low-FC 
calibration, since the algorithm searched for solutions at lower EGR rate; therefore, all 
the ESC and AVL modes could be optimized (see Table 22). 
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Table 21: Level assignment for low-NOx calibration, (6 ESC modes). 
 
 
Another issue associated with “engine protection mode” was encountered while testing 
the low-NOx calibration. After many hours of operation the engine control was 
restricting the fuel flow during the high power section of the test cycles; this was 
attributed to the compressor discharge temperature, which exceeded the acceptable limit. 
The sensor wired to the engine control unit (ECU) detected a temperature significantly 
higher than the one measured with laboratory thermocouples. The discrepancy between 
the two temperature readings is to attribute to a lack of accuracy of the engine sensor. 
The testing of the low-NOx calibration, at high EGR flow rate, probably caused 
collection of soot in the intake line, which ultimately affected the compressor discharge 
sensor operation. 
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Table 22: Level assignment for low-FC calibration, ESC modes 
 
 
The control factor level assignments for the AVL modes for both calibrations are not 
reported here for brevity. 
5.2.3 Optimal Settings Selection and Verification Test 
The low-NOx optimal settings found for the six modes of the ESC cycle are 
shown in Table 23. Mode 2 was optimized, but during the verification test the engine 
control enabled the “engine protection mode.” Although Table 23 shows the optimized 
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setting, for Mode 2, the verification analysis was not completed. Almost all modes 
exhibited high EGR flow rate, obtained by more open EGR valve position (EGR=level 3) 
and less VGT (VGT=level 1), compared to the baseline settings. The injection pressure 
was increased for modes 5, 6 and 7. The injection timing was almost always advanced, 
except for mode 9, where it was retarded, and for mode 7 timing remained unchanged 
from its baseline value. The ANOVA results, also displayed in Table 23, revealed that the 
control factors that provided the most relevant contribution to NOx reduction were VGT 
and EGR. Much smaller weight was assigned to SOI and NOP; hence, these parameters 
were employed to estimate the experimental error in the predictive model. The model 
generated was able to accurately predict NOx, within the confidence levels, which means 
“Delta1”< “Sigma” in Table 23 and as described in more detail in Section 5.1.4. Accurate 
predictions were obtained for all the modes optimized, as shown in Figure 51.  
The low-FC results are displayed for the ESC modes in Table 24. For almost all 
modes the most fuel efficient engine configuration was determined by advancing 
injection timing and lowering EGR rates, which was realized by reducing VGT. For 
mode 6 a reduction of EGR rate was performed by varying EGR valve, as well. For mode 
8 the optimal solution also included higher level of injection pressure. The model 
predicted accurately FC for all the 13 modes. 
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Table 23: Verification test for the low-NOx calibration (ESC modes) 
 VGT EGR SOI NOP Prediction Baseline NOx Meas NOx Sigma1 Del1
(%) (%) (Deg) (Deg) (ppm) (ppm) (ppm) (dB) (dB)
Low NOx 30 82 1.2 18.2 75.5 44.5
Level 1 3 2 3
ANOVA
Low NOx 27 78 -3.6 18 9.32 26.2 14.8 2.95 2.01
Level 1 1 1 1
ANOVA 87.94 0.49 6.83 4.74
Low NOx 28 86 -2.8 18 13.78 45.4 13.3 4.72 0.15
Level 1 3 1 1
ANOVA 98.34 0.02 1.54 0.1
Low NOx 26.7 86 -3.98 18.2 14.63 30.6 15.1 2.91 0.14
Level 1 3 2 2
ANOVA 92.71 0.55 6.59 0.14
Low NOx 29 85 -3.4 18.5 31.66 43.9 25.7 3.43 0.91
Level 1 3 1 3
ANOVA 94.6 3.49 1.68 0.23
Low NOx 18.5 73 -2.8 18 2.86 12.2 3.3 4.87 1.37
Level 1 3 2 2
ANOVA 58.83 33.37 7.34 0.46
Low NOx 16 64 -2.8 17.6 3.4 13.5 3.3 7.82 0.7
Level 1 3 3 1
ANOVA 71.32 18.67 9.32 0.69
MODE 9
MODE 2
MODE 3
MODE 4
MODE 5
Mode Calibrations
MODE 6
MODE 7
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Table 24: Verification test for the low-FC calibration (ESC modes) 
Prediction Baseline CO2 Meas CO2 Sigma1 Del1
[ppm] [ppm] [ppm] dB dB
Low FC 44 73 5 16.9 23684 23883 23037 0.46 0.23
Level 3 3 3 1
ANOVA 75.35 1.31 12.45 10.87
Low FC 54 85 4 18 12547 13865 12542 0.48 0.13
Level 3 3 3 1
ANOVA 27.32 2.35 65.52 4.8
Low FC 50 71 4 18 18805 20349 18358 0.59 0.25
Level 3 3 3 1
ANOVA 25.64 0.97 70.46 2.93
Low FC 54 74 4 18 10314 11599 10102 0.7 0.3
Level 3 3 3 1
ANOVA 54.38 1.37 31.37 12.88
Low FC 50 59 6 18 15823 18832 15569 1.5 0.4
Level 3 1 3 1
ANOVA 31.53 0.13 65.78 2.56
Low FC 44 62 2 17.8 6338 7023 6420 0.56 0.12
Level 3 3 2 1
ANOVA 54.3 5.19 20.63 19.88
Low FC 48 60 7 20 27737 29520 26896 0.5 0.31
Level 3 3 3 3
ANOVA 61.21 19.43 18.4 0.95
Low FC 51 60 4 18 6598 8613 6627 1.45 0.39
Level 3 3 3 1
ANOVA 66.64 5.36 16.67 11.33
Low FC 50 59 10 20 29510 32470 28080 0.69 0.33
Level 3 3 3 3
ANOVA 62.01 19.96 9.36 8.67
Low FC 40 59 6 19 7176 9616 7468 1.25 0.24
Level 3 3 3 2
ANOVA 66.71 19.58 4.22 9.49
Low FC 53 68 6 18.3 20510 24050 20049 0.82 0.3
Level 3 3 3 1
ANOVA 35.72 3.05 60.23 0.6
Low FC 52 78 6 18.8 13255 15506 13204 0.66 0.12
Level 3 3 3 1
ANOVA 11.4 1.38 86.74 0.48
EGR SOI NOPMode Calibration
MODE 6
MODE 7
MODE 8
VGT
MODE 2
MODE 3
MODE 4
MODE 5
MODE 13
MODE 9
MODE 10
MODE 11
MODE 12
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Figure 51: Prediction and verification measurements for ESC modes, low-NOx map 
 
The ANOVA test results confirmed that VGT and SOI played major roles in the 
minimization of the FC. At times EGR was also significant. For each mode the DOF of 
two control factors was exploited to predict the experimental error.  
The control factor which contributed the highest to NOx and FC variation, per 
ANOVA results, was further varied to achieve even lower values of the characteristic 
functions. This was done for the engine modes for which the NOx and FC were not being 
significantly minimized by the optimization procedure (second stage optimization).  
5.3 Engine Map Optimization 
The final optimal settings found with the orthogonal array experiments were 
implemented in the engine maps. The modified maps were then loaded on the ECU. 
Associated with each control factor, EGR, VGT, SOI and NOP, were two types of engine 
maps, static and dynamic maps. The static maps are typically enabled by the engine 
control when stationary conditions are present, which means that non-significant 
fluctuations in the indicated engine torque are recorded. On the other hand, instability of 
indicated torque calculated by the ECU, activates the dynamic maps. Very often during 
an FTP the settings of the engine actuators are taken off the dynamic maps, whereas 
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during ESC cycle the reference maps are the static maps. The latter were optimized 
mainly over selected ESC modes. The dynamic maps, instead, were modified around 
ESC and AVL points. The implementation of the optimal settings in the engine maps was 
done according to the following procedure:  
1. Optimal factor levels were inserted directly in the engine maps, in 
correspondence with engine speed and load points of the optimized mode (ESC 
and AVL). 
2. The optimal setting was assigned to a large speed-load region around the 
optimized points in order to make sure that the engine would read from the map 
in the desired region, even in the event of torque and speed errors due to 
dynamometer control or engine control response instabilities.  
3. The speed-load region around the optimized point was refined by interpolating 
values existing on the map with the optimal settings from the orthogonal array 
experiments. This step was included to prevent rapid changes in the engine 
operations (improved drivability). 
The step 3 was performed only on the low-NOx calibration, because it was the engine 
calibration that had to satisfy more specific requirements. 
From Figure 52 to Figure 59 show 3D-graphs of the static and dynamic maps 
optimized for the four control factors. The ECU accesses the maps based upon the engine 
speed and indicated torque. The latter is estimated by the ECU based on the calculation of 
the indicated work. The outputs of the map are the actuator settings.  
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Figure 52: EGR static optimized map, low NOx calibration. 
 
 
Figure 53: EGR dynamic optimized map, low NOx calibration. 
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Figure 54: VGT static optimized map, low NOx calibration. 
 
 
Figure 55: VGT dynamic optimized map, low NOx calibration. 
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Figure 56: SOI static optimized map, low NOx calibration. 
 
 
Figure 57: SOI dynamic optimized map, low NOx calibration. 
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Figure 58: NOP static optimized map, low NOx calibration. 
 
 
Figure 59: NOP dynamic optimized map, low NOx calibration. 
 
One of the major difficulties encountered in having the engine continually operate in 
accordance with the modified engine maps was the conflict with the engine control. The 
engine control was not reading from the optimized maps when A/F ratio and burned 
fraction (BF) limits were being violated by the engine operation. To force the engine 
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control to access the optimized maps during such events, it was necessary to change the 
limits of BF and A/F ratio specified in the corresponding maps; hence, two additional 
maps, namely A/F and BF maps (Figure 60 and Figure 61) were modified. 
 
 
Figure 60: A/F ratio optimized map, low NOx calibration. 
 
 
Figure 61: Burned fraction optimized map, low NOx calibration. 
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5.4 Evaluation of the Engine Calibrations (FTP/ESC cycles) 
The engine was programmed with baseline, low-NOx and low-FC calibrations 
and exhaust emissions were characterized over ESC and FTP cycles, and cold start (CS) 
and hot start (HS) runs. Table 25 summarizes the emissions results, displaying the 
average of consecutive hot starts. Higher coefficient of variation (COV) was recorded for 
measurements of the regulated pollutants (an average of 2% higher) for low-NOx and 
low-FC compared to the baseline calibration. This could be attributed to the frequent 
interaction of the engine control as mentioned in Section 5.3. 
The baseline engine was found to produce a level of bsNOx, which was slightly 
higher than a 2007 compliant engine: 1.44 g/bhp-hr for FTP and 1.24 g/bhp-hr for the 
ESC 
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Table 25: Emissions levels in g/bhp-hr for low-NOx, low-FC and Baseline calibrations 
HC NOx NO CO CO2 NOx+NMHC PM FC carb *
g/bhp-hr g/bhp-hr g/bhp-hr g/bhp-hr g/bhp-hr g/bhp-hr g/bhp-hr g/bhp-hr
AVERAGE 0.15 1.44 1.18 1.13 623 1.59 0.0917 4254
STD 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.97 0.01 0.0014 6.01
COV 1.0% 1.0% 1.1% 0.9% 0.2% 0.8% 1.5% 0.1%
AVERAGE 0.08 1.24 1.13 0.55 538 1.32 0.0449 169
STD 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.35 0.01 0.0026 0.11
COV 0.6% 0.7% 0.9% 0.5% 0.1% 0.7% 5.8% 0.1%
AVERAGE 0.15 1.04 0.84 4.27 639 1.19 0.4689 4401
STD 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.17 2.47 0.05 0.0131 35.81
COV 12.8% 2.9% 3.1% 4.0% 0.4% 3.9% 2.8% 0.8%
AVERAGE 0.07 1.03 0.93 1.34 548 1.11 0.1388 173
STD 0.00 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.98 0.04 0.0015 0.29
COV 0.6% 3.6% 4.0% 2.6% 0.2% 3.4% 1.1% 0.2%
AVERAGE 0.15 2.31 2.14 0.99 598 2.46 0.0499 4042
STD 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.03 1.22 0.02 0.0026 7.76
COV 1.2% 0.7% 0.7% 3.3% 0.2% 0.7% 5.3% 0.2%
AVERAGE 0.08 4.16 4.10 0.32 500 4.25 0.0104 157
STD 0.00 0.13 0.12 0.01 2.47 0.13 0.0008 0.78
COV 1.4% 3.1% 3.0% 3.8% 0.5% 3.0% 7.3% 0.5%
Ultra Low Sulfur Diesel Fuel
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The low-NOx calibration managed to lower NOx down to about 1 g/bhp-hr (see Figure 
62), which was a target set in the objectives of the ADECS project [52]. However, this 
was done at the expense of CO, which increased drastically (see Figure 63). The 
differences among the calibrations in a transient cycle are greater during peak events and 
during the “Los Angeles Free Way” portion of the FTP [61]. Furthermore, higher FC 
(less than 3%) and higher gravimetric PM were detected for low-NOx calibration. PM 
was measured 0.14 g/bhp-hr for ESC and about 0.47 g/bhp-hr for FTP. Low-FC 
calibration instead, produced very little PM mass, maintaining PM levels below 0.05 
g/bhp-hr (see Figure 64 and Figure 65).  On the other hand, FC was improved of about 
6%, and for the known trade-off with NOx emissions, the latter increased drastically; 
NOx recorded was 2.31 g/bhp-hr and 4.16 g/bhp-hr respectively for FTP and ESC cycles. 
The very high NOx value measured over an ESC test, could be attributed to the fact that a 
much larger parameter range, than the one used in the low-NOx calibration, was selected 
for each control factor in the low-FC calibrations.  
 
 
Figure 62: NOx emissions comparison over FTP 
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Figure 63: CO emissions comparison over FTP 
 
 
Figure 64: PM for low-NOx and low-FC on ESC test 
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Figure 65: PM for low-NOx and low-FC on FTP test 
  
Therefore, the algorithm found fuel efficient solutions far from the baseline settings; thus, 
increasing significantly the level of bsNOx. No significant variations were detected in 
HC measurement for either the two calibrations. 
Low-NOx calibration exhibited consistently higher exhaust temperatures for both 
ESC and FTP cycles (Figure 66 and Figure 67).  
In case of Low-NOx calibration, higher fuel was consumed per mode, which 
resulted in higher exhaust temperature. For a fixed amount of work the low-FC consumed 
less fuel; therefore, exhaust temperature were lower. The different oxygen content and 
temperature of the exhaust gases, due to the different calibrations, affected the NO2/NO 
ratio levels, as well. These differences observed among the baseline, low-NOx and low-
FC NO2/NO plots in Figure 68, which are minimal at the engine-out, are rather 
significant when the exhaust stream flows through a DOC [53]. 
Problems were encountered due to the extensive use of the low-NOx calibration. 
For instance the high temperature related wear of the rubber hoses in the EGR line, which 
were not designed to handle higher temperatures resulting from the increased EGR rates. 
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Figure 66: Exhaust temperature comparison over ESC 
 
 
Figure 67: Exhaust temperature comparison over FTP 
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Figure 68: Comparison engine-out NO2/NO ratio 
 
5.5 Low-FC Calibration at Higher Exhaust Temperature 
Another calibration was developed to minimize FC, yet provide for higher 
temperatures in the exhaust stream. This calibration was developed with the ultimate goal 
of increasing SCR efficiency to compensate for the higher engine-out NOx produced. 
The calibration was generated following to the procedure illustrated in Section 4.6. The 
main difference between the low-NOx calibration, and the low-FC calibration described 
above was that the exhaust manifold pressure and the boost pressure, rather than NOx 
concentration, were considered as characteristic functions in the low-FC calibration work. 
Exhaust manifold pressure, rather than exhaust temperature, can better represent small 
variations in the combustion process, and is directly linked to in-cylinder pressure and 
temperature. The exhaust temperature instead, depends also on the history of the engine 
operations, and on the thermal inertia of the combustion chamber and the devices in the 
exhaust stream. A reduction in FC (>3%) was and an increase in MEP (>5%) were 
observed, which led to an increase in in-cylinder temperature (Table 26 and Figure 69). 
Contrary to what was expected, the rise of in-cylinder temperature did not lead to the 
desired increase in exhaust temperature (see Figure 70).  
Higher boost and intake flow rate were measured, but the heat release curve did not 
exhibit any significant variations. Most likely, the higher heat available in the combustion 
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chamber, due to higher temperatures, was exchanged with a larger intake mass flow rate, 
which caused the exhaust temperature to be lower. 
Even though this calibration did not exhibit higher exhaust temperatures, it 
successfully reduced FC (1.3% from the baseline), and produced a lower NOx at the 
engine-out over the FTP, 2.57 g/bhp-hr, if compared to the FC calibration described in 
Section 5.2.3 (Figure 71). 
 
 
Figure 69: Maximum in-cylinder pressure for low-FC at higher boost pressure 
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Table 26: Comparison of low-FC at higher in-cylinder pressure with the baseline. 
 Baseline Low-FC Difference Baseline Low-FC Difference
Max Press Max Press Max Press MEP MEP MEP
(psi) (psi) (psi) (psi)
2 2232 2347 5% 296 311 5%
3 1347 1515 11% 147 158 7%
4 1627 1759 7% 199 208 4%
5 1238 1317 6% 141 146 3%
6 1630 1735 6% 208 216 3%
7 988 1122 12% 90 98 8%
8 2318 2583 10% 296 316 6%
9 1135 1349 16% 99 111 11%
10 2388 2575 7% 272 283 4%
11 1313 1585 17% 94 109 14%
12 1747 1910 8% 194 200 3%
13 1365 1509 10% 128 139 8%
Mode
 
 
 
Figure 70: Effect on exhaust temperature of low-FC calibration which targets high exhaust 
temperature 
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Figure 71: Effect on NOx concentration of low-FC/exh. temp. calibration 
 
The reduction in FC obtained with the low-FC calibration at higher boost, came with 
slight increase in PM, as can be seen in Figure 72. 
Another attempt was made to generate a calibration with higher exhaust 
temperature and lower FC. The fuel injected per mode, rather than the work was fixed, 
rather than the work, and the algorithm searched for the optimal combination of the factor 
levels, which minimized FC. Factor levels that produced higher torque, for the fixed 
amount of fuel, were found; thus, achieving a more efficient combustion. The verification 
tests could not be run successfully, due to the engine control conflicting with the 
prescribed settings, as discussed in Section 5.3. It was suspected that the engine control 
interacts with a fuel map, thus conflicting with the setting specified in the actuator maps 
previously described. 
The dynamics of this interaction was not fully understood; therefore, the 
optimization could not be completed.  
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Figure 72: Effect on PM of low-FC/exh. temp. calibration 
 
It is suggested that the points on the lug curve be optimized. This would help finding 
settings that would give higher torque at full throttle, but with the same amount of fuel. 
This would lead to a more fuel efficient engine at higher power settings. Thus, the ESC 
points coming from the modified lug curve, are higher load points, even though they 
require the same amount of fuel. This calibration would produce more work per cycle, 
and higher exhaust temperatures and ultimately would have better FC. 
5.6 Alternative Methods to Generate Heat in the Exhaust Stream 
An entirely different approach was pursued by Volvo Powertrain on the MY04 
Volvo engine to raise the temperature of the exhaust stream. The camshaft profile was 
modified to allow for early opening of the exhaust valve in order to have more heat 
available. The injection pressure was simultaneously increased to compensate for the 
drop in in-cylinder pressure, which could have resulted in a drop of cycle work. The 
modified and the original camshaft were alternated during the testing that occurred at the 
EERL. 
The needle lift curve in Figure 73 shows the early opening of the exhaust valve. 
The “on” configuration is with the modified camshaft, whereas the “off” configuration is 
the baseline camshaft. The exhaust valve opens earlier and closes later as it can be seen 
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by the larger area under the valve lift curve. Also, the in-cylinder pressure is higher due 
to the higher NOP provided. 
Figure 74 shows the main engine parameters, namely intake and exhaust manifold 
pressure and temperature and pre-turbo pressure and temperature, measured with 
laboratory equipment. It can be seen that, for idle, the exhaust temperature increased from 
220 (ºF) to 250 (ºF) (Figure 74), and few other parameters of the exhaust stream were 
also affected. For example, the pre-turbo temperature increased from 240 (F) to 290 (F). 
 
 
Figure 73: Exhaust valve early opening, idle mode, at constant flow 
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Figure 74: Laboratory data during early opening of exhaust valve at idle mode and constant flow 
 
 The two camshafts were tested under three different load conditions and three different 
engine speed conditions. From Figure 75 to Figure 78 show the effect of the engine loads. 
Tests were conducted at different levels of injection timing as well. The results are 
displayed from Figure 79 to Figure 82. 
At more advanced injection timing and at higher load the effect of the modified 
camshaft on the exhaust temperatures was higher. 
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Figure 75: Early exhaust valve opening at 1000 rpm, 10 Nm load; heat release and needle lift curve 
 
 
Figure 76: Laboratory data during early opening of exhaust valve at 1000 rpm, 10 Nm load 
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Figure 77: Early exhaust valve opening at 1000 rpm, 200 Nm; heat release and needle lift curve 
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Figure 78: Laboratory data during early opening of exhaust valve at 1000 rpm and 200 Nm 
 
 
Figure 79: Early exhaust valve opening at 650 rpm, 0 deg timing; heat release and needle lift curve. 
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Figure 80: Early exhaust valve opening at 650 rpm, 5 deg timing; heat release and needle lift curve. 
 
 
Figure 81: Laboratory data during early opening of exhaust valve at 650 rpm, 0 deg 
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Figure 82: Laboratory data during early opening of exhaust valve at 650 rpm and 5 deg
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5.7 Evaluation of the Calibrations over ETC Cycle 
Calibrations were developed by optimizing the engine over steady state modes, 
which were selected from the ESC and AVL cycles. Another exercise was undertaken to 
determine if emissions produced by such calibrations, which were optimized only on 
ESC and FTP cycles, were cycle dependent. The fact that the engine calibrations affected 
the whole area under the lug curve, leads one to believe that emissions would not exceed 
the set target under “off-cycle” operation. Hence, the engine was tested over the 
European Transient Cycle (ETC) [62]. Results in Figure 83 show that the bsNOx over the 
FTP and ETC differed by 18% with the low-NOx map, and by 15% with low-FC map. 
 
 
Figure 83: FTP and ETC NOx emissions for low-NOx and low-FC 
 
The bsNOx emissions measured over FTP and ETC cycle are comparable, 
considering that the two cycles differ significantly in the load-speed conditions. The most 
frequently encountered engine speeds in the ETC cycle are speeds that correspond to 
peak torque and the intermediate speed.  
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The two calibrations, evaluated over the ETC, exhibited similar behavior as the 
one observed when tested over the FTP. Figure 84 shows the comparison between the 
low-NOx and low-FC in terms of NOx concentrations. 
 
 
Figure 84: NOx concentration over ETC cycle; low-NOx, low-FC 
 
Table 27: NTE events during ETC and FTP cycle 
Test Total Time 
Total # of 
NTE 
windows 
Total # of 
continuous 
NTE 
windows 
Time in 
NTE zone 
Percentage 
of total time 
in the NTE 
zone 
 sec -- -- sec % 
FTP 1199 46.2 4 162.2 13.5 
ETC 1800 66.2 5 211.2 11.7 
 
During the ETC, the engine spent 11% of its operational time in the NTE zone, with a 
total of 66 NTE events and 5 continuous NTE windows (see Table 27 and Figure 85). 
Similar values were found for the FTP cycle. For both cycles the engine spends most of 
the time outside the NTE region. These cycles, together with the ESC cycle provide 
limited representation of the real-world in-use engine operation [63]. On the other hand, 
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the cycles are also employed for engine certification. The value of bsNOx emissions 
measured over the ETC cycle (1.19 g/bhp-hr) approaches the bsNOx emissions measured 
over an FTP (1.04 g/bhp-hr). If the ETC were to be considered as the “off cycle” 
operation, then the bsNOx within the NTE region was 0.95 g/bhp-hr (Table 28), which is 
below the study’s 1.00 g/bhp-hr target for pre-SCR emissions value. 
 
Table 28: Brake specific NOx emissions within the NTE region 
Test 
NOx NTE work 
NTE NOx 
corrected 
NTE NOx 
g/bhp-hr bhp-hr g g/bhp-hr 
FTP 1.04 3.11 1.70 0.55 
ETC 1.19 4.23 4.00 0.95 
 
 
Figure 85: NTE events during ETC cycle 
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CHAPTER 6 CONCLUSIONS AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
6.1 Conclusions 
The high NOx reduction efficiency achieved by the SCR system probably makes 
it the most suitable technology to meet the Euro V and US 2010 emission legislations. 
Since the exhaust aftertreatment efficiency is strictly dependent upon the thermodynamic 
conditions of the engine exhaust, the SCR must be integrated with the engine through 
calibrations designed to meet the aftertreatment requirements.  
• The low-NOx calibration, which was developed by raising the injection pressure 
and increasing EGR rates, led to NOx reduction greater than 20%, with a fuel 
economy penalty of less than 3% and higher bsPM. This calibration yields a 
bsNOx of 1 g/bhp-hr for both the ESC and FTP cycle. The 2010 emissions 
standards for bxNOx could be met if the engine were integrated with an SCR 
system whose efficiency ranges from 75% to 80%.  Furthermore, this calibration 
produced an exhaust temperature 4% higher than the fuel efficient (low-FC) 
calibration. These two characteristics, the lower engine-out NOx and the higher 
exhaust temperature, make the low-NOx a suitable calibration for conditions 
considered critical for SCR optimal performance, such as the first 600 sec of the 
US FTP; or during any engine operation involving low loads for extended 
periods.   
•  The low-FC calibration was generated by advancing injection timing and 
increasing injection pressure. It brought a reduction in FC of about 6%, but lower 
exhaust temperature and higher NOx emissions were measured.  This map can be 
used when there are more favorable conditions for urea decomposition.  That is, 
the low-FC calibration may be applied when the engine operation involves high 
loads. 
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• Attempts to raise the exhaust temperatures, to enable higher SCR efficiencies did 
not meet with much success. However, a calibration was generated that led to an 
improvement of greater than 3% in FC, and increased the in-cylinder temperature 
and pressure by more than 5%.  However, this did not result in an actual increase 
in the exhaust temperature. More successful was the attempt to increase the 
exhaust temperature by means of variable timing of the exhaust valve, which 
brought an increase of exhaust temperature from 220 to 250 ºF under idle 
conditions..  
• The developed technique took little calibration work, cutting down testing time 
and could be easily implemented. Only four engine parameters, namely SOI, 
VGT, EGR and NOP were varied, and the test cell time to generate calibration 
was considerably reduced.  
• The technique led to the development of robust calibrations, with low sensitivity 
to factors level variation.  The technique showed satisfactory results on both 
MY04 and MY07 engines. Robust calibrations are needed, such that emissions 
measured on an engine test bed, will be similar to emissions from an engine 
installed in a vehicle, and operating under real-world conditions.   
•  This technique generated an additive model, which was accurate in predicting 
NOx and FC for all modes of the ESC and AVL cycles.  The technique appeared 
to exhibit a high degree of flexibility in the selection of the target to optimize. It 
was used to generate calibrations targeting several characteristic functions, such 
as the low-NOx, low-NOx/low-PM, low-NOx/low-FC and low-FC/high-exhaust 
temperature. 
• The two main calibrations were also tested over an alternative cycle (ETC), 
exhibiting comparable emissions. This showed that even though the engine was 
optimized on ESC and AVL points, the emission levels were not dependent upon 
the engine cycles over which the engine was tested.  
6.2 Recommendations 
• Further improvement in the low-NOx engine map can be obtained if engine-out 
PM level is targeted along with a specific NOx level, since the soot produced 
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affects the frequency of DPF active regeneration, which ultimately weighs on the 
fuel economy. 
•  Improvements in the low-FC calibrations are necessary, since no specific target 
levels were set for engine-out bsNOx. The optimization algorithm minimized FC, 
regardless of the NOx levels. A further step in the optimization of this map would 
be to set the engine-out NOx level based upon the measured SCR efficiency, 
levels of urea injected and the desired NOx tailpipe level. Urea consumption 
should be included in the list of critical factors to consider in the choice of the 
combustion strategy. 
• It is believed that the variable exhaust valve opening, accompanied with selected 
engine calibrations, could represent a very efficient way to supply heat to the 
exhaust in case of low load conditions. 
• In order to make the engine maps even more robust and insensitive to variations 
that may occur during in-field applications, the noise factors should be first 
identified and then implemented in the orthogonal matrix. The maps optimized in 
the engine dynamometer test cell could be tested while the engine is on a truck 
through chassis dynamometer testing, or during actual in-use engine operation 
with on-board measurement systems. In such conditions, if a failure of the 
emissions target is experienced, the cause should be identified and then assigned 
to the noise factor in the design of the orthogonal array. The optimization 
resulting from this new orthogonal design will lead to significantly more robust 
calibrations. 
• The empirical model generated can be improved by redesigning the orthogonal 
array, such that interactions between control factors are included [Appendix D]. 
In addition, better predictions are also expected if a more accurate method, other 
than the “pooling method”, is engaged to estimate the experimental error. The 
“pooling method”, described in Section 4.9.1, is based on some arbitrary choices; 
a parameter neglected in the additive model, because it is believed, according to 
the ANOVA test, to contribute minimally to the characteristic function variation, 
may reveal to be important. In such a case, excluding this control factor and 
exploiting its degrees of freedom to estimate the experimental error would result 
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in a significant error in the model predictions. An alternative way to deal with the 
experimental error is to measure it directly through replicate tests.  Moreover, the 
experimental error could be estimated by treating it as a control factor and 
assigning it to an empty column in the orthogonal matrix. The L18 orthogonal 
array described in Appendix D, represents a good candidate to generate a model 
with improved accuracy, as it provides empty columns that could be dedicated to 
error analysis and account for interactions as well.   
Ultimately, the technique should produce a number of calibrations such that an 
engine can be matched with an aftertreatment system by producing optimal engine-out 
exhaust conditions. The calibrations could target more specific parameters of 
aftertreatment performance, such as exhaust temperature, urea level, NO2/NO ratio, and 
frequency of DPF regeneration. The multiple calibrations generated could be 
alternatively used by the engine control system depending upon the thermodynamic 
conditions of the exhaust stream at the inlet of the SCR system 
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APPENDIX A Heat Release Calculation  
The calculation of the heat release from the in-cylinder pressure trace was been 
done taking into consideration the accuracy and errors [64] of heat release analysis 
attributed to the pressure correction [65], specific heat ratio, encoder alignment, and 
pressure smoothing. The first law of thermodynamics in Equation 21, represents the 
energy balance while the intake valve is closing and exhaust valve is opening; it is 
applied to a single zone mixture inside the cylinder and neglects kinetic and potential 
energy effects.  Any mass loss from the cylinder rings and the sensible energy coming 
from the fuel mass injected are neglected. Replacing dU with d(mCvT) in Equation 21, 
the Equation 22 can be obtained. At this point, making use of the ideal gas law and 
assuming Cv and R as constants, Equation 23 can be derived. Using the ratio of specific 
heats and substituting the variable of time with crank angle, the standard equation for the 
net heat release was found (Equation 24).  The gross heat release in equation 25, instead, 
represents the total heat released, including the energy loss at the cylinder walls.    
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Typically, to model the heat transfer coefficient the well-known Woschni model 
[66] is used, together with the mean gas cylinder temperature. Common mathematical 
representations of the heat release curve are given by the double Weibe function [67] and 
the polygon-hyperbola combustion profile [68]. This work made use of the double Weibe 
function represented in Equation 26. 
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Initially, the corrected in-cylinder pressure data was used to calculate the combustion 
heat release (HR). The second step was to identify the heat release curve by means of the 
Weibe function.  
Pressure Trace: In-cylinder pressure was acquired with a high speed data 
acquisition system. A piezoelectric pressure transducer was placed in combustion 
chamber, and a phase alignment with the crank angle was performed. An optical encoder 
was utilized to trigger the data acquisition sampling. The resolution of the system is 0.125 
degree. Intake manifold pressure was simultaneously acquired in order to reference the 
absolute in-cylinder pressure at the bottom dead center (pegging).  
Heat Release Analysis (HR): Results obtained were based on the following 
assumptions: thermodynamic equilibrium at each instant, uniform and homogeneous 
mixture of air and combustion products, ideal gas behavior and specific heat ratio 
considered constant or temperature dependent.  
The first law of thermodynamics, in the form of Equation 25, can thus be solved, 
considering P as in-cylinder pressure, V as cylinder volume, gamma as specific heat ratio 
and θ as crank angle degree. The heat transferred from the wall to the gas (Qw) was 
neglected; the volume was calculated from geometrical relations knowing the crank angle 
provided from the encoder. Gamma was calculated from the temperature trace or can also 
be considered constant as a first approach. The derivative of the pressure is evaluated 
from the in-cylinder pressure data, and was determined with a finite difference method. A 
significant portion of the noise was introduced from the pressure gradient. Frequency 
analysis and filtering was applied to the pressure rate. Results less affected by noise were 
obtained when the filtered pressure rate was used to calculate the heat release rate.   
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Weibe Function: The common way to fit the Weibe function to the experimental 
heat release equation is though the least squares. The combustion process was modeled 
by the sum of two Weibe functions that represent the double behavior of the combustion 
process: premixed and diffusion burning [Equation 26]. The equation includes a premix 
and a diffusion portion.  The coefficient “a” was taken equal to 6.908, which implies a 
conversion efficiency of the fuel energy to heat of 99.9%.  The eight fitting parameters 
are the following:  premix portion heat released (Qp), shape parameter (mp), start of 
combustion (θsoc,p), length of combustion (Δθp), diffusion portion heat released (Qd), 
shape parameter (md), start of combustion (θsoc,d), and length of combustion (Δθd).  
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Figure 86: Experimental heat release and Weibe function fit using least squares method 
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In-Cylinder Pressure Analysis Program (R. Ardanese & M. Ardanese 2006) 
clc 
 clear 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Mode Specifications 
Es=1510; %engine speed  
nc=20; %n of combustion events to be avaraged 
Start=50; % sec to skip 
NCyS=int8(Es/60); %%n of cycle per second 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%OPEN Pressure Data FILE  
cd('C:\Documents and Settings\user\My 
Documents\Mac_Volvo\Data\071506SteadyStateSingle 
ModeStudy\EmissionLabData') 
MAP=xlsread('E01257-30.xls',3, 'b74'); %%%%%Kpas(g) 
MAP=(MAP+101.325)*0.1450377;  %%%%%conversion to Kpas to PSI 
cd('C:\Documents and Settings\user\My 
Documents\Mac_Volvo\Data\071506SteadyStateSingle 
ModeStudy\InCylindPressData071506') 
fid = fopen('E0_1257_30InCylPre.txt', 'r'); 
A = textscan(fid, '%f %f ', 1024*2*nc, 'headerlines', 1); 
A1=A{1,1}'; 
%%%%%%Averaging pressure curve extracting only the combustinon strokes 
 %%%%%%%from the data 
 pr=zeros(1,1024); 
for i=1:1024 
 for j=0:nc-1 
   pr(i)=pr(i)+A1(i+(2*j+1)*1024);%%%%%%%(2*j+1) in case of wrong start 
% 
 end 
end 
%%%%%%Conversion from Volatage to bar to psi 
pr=pr/(nc); 
pr=pr*62.5*14.503;    
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Angle axes Generation 
b=size(pr); 
  DThetha=360/1024; 
  Thetha(1)=-180; 
  for i=2:b(2) 
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      Thetha(i)=Thetha(i-1)+DThetha; 
  end 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Pegging :MAP correction 
DeltaPR=MAP-((pr(1)+pr(2)+pr(3)+pr(4)+pr(5))/5); 
PR=(pr+DeltaPR); 
[MAXPR,I] = max(PR); 
ThethaMax=I*DThetha-180-DThetha; 
dPda(b(2))=0; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%Smoothing number of poitn to be averaged 
npa=2;   
%%%%%%  Average of npa points goes in i+npa/2 (to avoid shifting 
between row 
%%%%%%  data and smoothed data) 
for i=npa/2:b(2)-npa 
    for j=1:npa 
        p(j)=PR(i+j); 
    end 
    Pres(i+npa/2)=mean(p); 
end 
%%%%%%%initial values 
for i=1:npa-1 
    Pres(i)=PR(i); 
end 
%%%%%%  last values 
for i=b(2)-npa:b(2) 
    Pres(i)=PR(i); 
end 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Heat 
Release Evaluation 
   %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%engine data 
br=123/1000;%%bore in mm to m 
s=152/1000;%%%stroke in mm to m  
l=217.998/1000;%connecting length mm to m 
r=16.1;%%compressio ratio  
a=s/2;%%crank radius  
R=l/a;  
Vd=11/6/1000;%%displacement Volume per cylinder in l to m^3 
gamma=1.39; 
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HeatRelease(b(2))=0;HeatReleasef(b(2))=0; 
V(b(2))=0; 
dVda(b(2))=0; 
BurnFraction(b(2))=0; 
%Pres=Pres*6894.757;%%%%to convert psi in to pascal for heat realese 
calculation 
Pres=Pres*6.894757; 
MEP=(-sum(Pres(1:512))+sum(Pres(512:1024)))/512/6.894757;%%%%Mean 
effective Pressure  
for i=2:b(2)-1 
V(i)=(Vd/(r-1))+Vd/2*(1+R-cos(Thetha(i)*pi/180)-(R^2-
(sin(Thetha(i)*pi/180))^2)^.5);                %%%Piston cylinder 
volume 
dVda(i)=(Vd/2*sin(Thetha(i)*pi/180))*(1+cos(Thetha(i)*pi/180)*(R^2-
(sin(Thetha(i)*pi/180))^2)^(-.5));%% 
dVda(i)=dVda(i)*pi/180; 
dPda(i)=(Pres(i+1)-Pres(i-1))/(2*DThetha);%%central derivative 
ddPda(i)=dPda(i)-dPda(i-1); 
% if ddPda(i)<=10 
%     SOC(i)=0; 
% else 
%      SOC(i)=1; 
% end 
%dPda(i)=(Pres(i+1)-Pres(i))/(DThetha); 
%dPda(i)=(pr(i)-pr(i-1))/(dThetha);%% derivative  
HeatRelease(i)=((gamma/(gamma-1))*Pres(i)*dVda(i))+((1/(gamma-
1))*V(i)*dPda(i)) ; 
%HeatRelease(i)=((1/(gamma-1))*V(i)*dPda(i)) ; 
BurnFraction(i)=BurnFraction(i-1)+HeatRelease(i)*DThetha; 
end 
% indexSOC = find(SOC,1); %%%%%%%Start of Combustion 
% SOC=Thetha(indexSOC); 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Filtering dPda 
ScanRate=1024/360; 
NofScans=1024; 
[ab,bb]=passabasso(.2,.3,.01,30,ScanRate); %%%%%%change frequence  
x=dPda; 
dt=1./ScanRate; 
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t=[0:NofScans-1]'*dt; 
dPdafilt=filtfilt(ab,bb,x); 
figure(8) 
plot(t,x,t,dPdafilt)%,set(gca,'XLim',[0 8 ]), 
for i=2:b(2)-1 
HeatReleasef(i)=((gamma/(gamma-1))*Pres(i)*dVda(i))+((1/(gamma-
1))*V(i)*dPdafilt(i)) ; 
end 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%END of combustion determination 
maxB=max(BurnFraction); 
BurnFraction=BurnFraction/maxB*100; 
for i=1:1024 
    if BurnFraction(i) <= 99 
        vect(i)=0; 
    else 
        vect(i)=1; 
    end 
end 
indexEOC=find(vect,1); 
EOC=Thetha(indexEOC); 
 [minBurn,indexSOC]=min(BurnFraction);%%%%%%%%% Start of Combustion 
% SOC=Thetha(indexSOC); 
for i=1:1023 
    if ddPda(i) <= 10 
        vect(i)=0; 
    else 
        vect(i)=1; 
    end 
end 
indexSOC=find(vect,1); 
SOC=Thetha(indexSOC); 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Smoothing 
%%%number of poitn to be averaged 
npah=2;   
 
%%%%%% Average of npa points goes in i+npa/2 (to evoid shifting between 
row 
%%%%%%  data and smoothed data) 
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for i=npah/2:b(2)-npah 
    for j=1:npah 
        HeatRelease1(j)=HeatRelease(i+j); 
    end 
    HR(i+npah/2)=mean(HeatRelease1); 
end 
%%%%%%%initial values 
for i=1:npah-1 
    HR(i)=HeatRelease(i); 
end 
%%%%%%  last values 
for i=b(2)-npah:b(2) 
    HR(i)=HeatRelease(i); 
end 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Save and Plots 
array2=[MAXPR,I,MEP,SOC,EOC]; 
%  fido1 = fopen('MAXPR.txt','a'); 
%  fprintf(fido1,'%g  %g %g  %g %g   \n',array2); fprintf(fido1,'\n'); 
%  fclose(fido1); 
array1=[Thetha;HeatReleasef;BurnFraction]; 
fido1 = fopen('ThethaHeatBurn.txt','a'); 
fprintf(fido1,' %g  %g  %g\n ',array1); fprintf(fido1,'\n'); 
fclose(fido1); 
Pres=Pres/6.894757; 
%  figure(1) 
%   plot(Thetha,Pres,Thetha,PR,ThethaMax,MAXPR,'ro'),grid 
on,ylabel('[Psi]'),xlabel('[deg]') 
subplot(2,2,1) 
plot(Thetha,HR,Thetha,HeatReleasef),grid 
on,ylabel('[Kjule/deg]'),xlabel('[deg]') 
 subplot(2,2,3) 
plot(Thetha,BurnFraction),grid on,ylabel('[%]'),xlabel('[deg]') 
subplot(2,2,2) 
plot(Thetha,Pres,Thetha,PR,ThethaMax,MAXPR,'ro'),grid 
on,ylabel('[Psi]'),xlabel('[deg]') 
subplot(2,2,4) 
plot(Thetha,dPda,Thetha,dPdafilt),grid on,ylabel('[dPda 
]'),xlabel('[deg]') 
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 figure(2) 
plot(Thetha,BurnFraction),grid on,ylabel('[%]'),xlabel('[deg]') 
figure(12) 
plot(Thetha,Pres,Thetha,HeatReleasef*100000) 
%  
cd('C:\Documents and Settings\user\My 
Documents\Mac_Volvo\Data\071506SteadyStateSingle 
ModeStudy\InCylindPressData071506') 
FittmainsmorzDV2;  
%    
   
 Identification of Combustion Parameter from Heat Realese Graph (R. Ardanese & 
M. Ardanese 2006) 
 
% c0(1)=thetap 
% c0(2)=thetad 
% c0(3)=Qp 
% c0(4)=Qd 
% c0(5)=mp 
% c0(6)=md 
 
% c0=[  6.9/1000,     7/50,       100/360,       10000/10000,       
10000/10000,       400/400,     1000/1000];   
 %Aquisizione punti iniziali a,thetap,thetad,Qp,Qd,mp,md 
% lb=[  .1/1000,      .1/50,       .1/360,      .1/10000,      
.1/10000,        1/400,       1/1000];    %lower 
bounds 
% ub=[  1000/1000,    50/50,      400/360,       10000/10000,     
10000/10000,      400/400,     1000/1000];   
 %upper bounds 
x0=[  5,      60,     0.0078 ,      1.5418,           5,     5];  
  %Aquisizione punti iniziali a,thetap,thetad,Qp,Qd,mp,md 
lb=[   1,     30,         0,         0,            0,              0]; 
   %lower bounds 
ub=[   9,     80,        10,         10,              10,            
10];    %upper bounds  
dtheta=360/1024; 
obiettivo = 'ErroreFitt';                        
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cd('C:\Documents and Settings\user\My 
Documents\Mac_Volvo\Data\071506SteadyStateSingle 
ModeStudy\InCylindPressData071506') 
load ThethaHeatBurn.txt 
mis=ThethaHeatBurn(:,2); 
theta=ThethaHeatBurn(:,1);   
% ampl=10;                    
% sensmm=(50.79*ampl)/(1e6*9.806);       % Volt / (mm/sec^2) 
% sensm=(50.79*ampl)/(1e3*9.806);        % Volt / (m/sec^2) 
%indexSOC=513; 
%indexEOC=indexSOC+round(60*1024/360)-1; 
indmin=indexSOC; 
indmax=indexEOC; 
% indmin=round((180-9)*1024/360); 
% indmax=round((180+60)*1024/360)-1; 
%theta=theta(indmin:1:indmax)+180; 
theta=[0:360/1024:EOC-SOC]'; 
mis=mis(indmin:1:indmax); 
% Max=max(mis); 
% mis=mis/Max; 
%Ottimizzation 
options = optimset('Display', 'iter', 'TolFun',1e-20,'TolX',1e-
29,'MaxIter',300,'LargeScale','on','MaxFunEvals', 100000); 
c =lsqcurvefit(@zj,x0,theta,mis,lb,ub,options)                                         
c(1)=c(1)*1000;c(2)=c(2)*50;c(3)=c(3)*360;c(4)=c(4)*1000;c(5)=c(5)*1000
0;c(6)=c(6)*400;c(7)=c(7)*1000; 
array2=[array2,c] 
fido1 = fopen('CombustionParameters.txt','a'); 
 fprintf(fido1,'%g  %g %g  %g %g %g  %g %g  %g %g %g  \n',array2); 
fprintf(fido1,'\n'); 
 fclose(fido1); 
figure(1)                                 
plot(theta,mis(:,1),theta,zj(c,theta),theta,zjp(c,theta),theta,zjd(c,th
eta)) 
xlabel('Crank Angle [ CA ]') 
ylabel('ROHR [ KJ/CA ]') 
title('') 
grid on 
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figure(2)                                 
plot(theta,mis(:,1),theta,zj(c,theta)-mis(:,1)) 
xlabel('Crank Angle [ CA ]') 
ylabel('ROHR [ KJ/CA ]') 
title('') 
grid on 
function y=zj(c,theta) 
%global theta  
Y = 6.9*(c(3)/c(1))*(c(5))*(theta/c(1)).^(c(5)-1).* exp(-
6.9*(theta/c(1)).^(c(5)))+6.9*(c(4)/c(2))*(c(6))*(theta/c(2)).^(c(6)-
1).* exp(-6.9*(theta/c(2)).^(c(6))); 
function y = errore(c) 
global  mis 
     y = norm(z1(c)-mis); 
 
Spectrum Analysis Program to Identify the Main Frequencies of the Heat  
 
Realese Signal 
dt=360/1024; 
%tmax = 360; 
tc=Thetha+180; 
%tc = 0:dt:tmax; 
N=size(tc,2); 
%%/fs =1; 
%%x = sin(2*pi*fs*tc); 
x=dPda 
N2 = (N-1)/2; 
freqc = (1/(dt*N)); 
f =(freqc)*(0:N2); 
y = fft(x,N); 
mody= abs(y); 
N3 = size(f,2); 
mody2 = mody(1:N3); 
figure(7); 
plot(f,mody2); 
 
Filter to clean the Heat Release Signal from Noise. 
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%clear all 
ScanRate=1024/360; 
NofScans=1024; 
[ab,bb]=passabasso(.4,.5,.01,50,ScanRate); 
x=dPda; 
dt=1./ScanRate; 
t=[0:NofScans-1]'*dt; 
z18=filtfilt(ab,bb,x); 
figure(1) 
plot(t,x-mean(x),t,z18)%,set(gca,'XLim',[0 8 ]), 
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APPENDIX B High-speed in-Cylinder Pressure Acquisition 
Program 
The three main programs responsible for the high-speed acquisition and reduction 
of the in-cylinder pressure and valve lift signals were written in Labview environment. 
The first program (Figure 87 and Figure 88) consists of a front panel and of the actual 
code. The front panel displays the in-cylinder pressure signal converted to engineering 
units as a function of time, and of crank angle. The program acquires two analog signals, 
from the in-cylinder pressure sensor and from the valve lift sensor; the latter was 
available only during the testing described in Section 5.6. 
 
 
Figure 87: Front panel of the high-speed acquisition program 
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Figure 88: Acqusition Pressure Main Code 
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Figure 89: Encoder Calibration Main Code 
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The data were simultaneously saved on a text file and displayed in real time on the front 
panel. 
The second program (Figure 89) read and processed from the text file the in-
cylinder pressure signal. The logarithm of the pressure was then plotted versus the 
logarithm of the crank angle (log p/log v plot), and this plot was used for the encoder 
calibration. The encoder was manually adjusted, while the engine was motoring, until the 
area between the compression curve and the expansion curve (bottom right graph in 
Figure 87) was minimized and the curves overlap. The encoder was calibrated aligning 
the in-cylinder pressure peak with the TDC. 
The last program, illustrated in Figure 90, retrieved the raw data form the text file, 
processed and plotted them in engineering units. It also calculated the maximum in-
cylinder pressure. This information was used during the engine map development to 
estimate the injection pressure with software provided by Volvo Powertrain (EUSIM). 
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Figure 90: Maximum Pressure Program 
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APPENDIX C Optimization Algorithm Program 
The following program was written in Matlab environment; it processes the 
results of the orthogonal matrix testing and finds the optimum setting of EGR, NOP, SOI 
and VGT that minimize either FC or NOx. Additionally generates an empirical model for 
the predictions of FC and NOx, which needs to be validated via verification experiments. 
An ANOVA test was performed on the data collected, in order to estimate the 
contribution of single parameter to the characteristic function variation. The ANOVA test 
is also used to estimate the error of the experimental data. 
This software was used during the development of the engine calibrations. At a 
fixed mode NOx and FC were measured, after the L9 test was conducted, and inserted as 
additional columns in the orthogonal array, as described in Section 4.5. This array was 
used as input to the program, which calculated the factor effect via the signal to factor 
(S/N) function, and selected the parameter levels that provided the highest effect. The 
optimal solution was then tested on the engine and results were fed as input to the 
program to verify the empirical mode predictions.  
The program also did an ANOVA test which was used in two ways: 
1. by estimating the factors which played a critical role in the characteristic function 
variation allowed identification of those that could be used to calculate the 
experimental error, as described in detail in Section 4.9.1 
2. by identifying factors that were more important for the reduction of NOx and FC, 
allowed the second stage optimization to be performed, as described in Section 
4.10 
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Optimization Program and ANOVA  Program (R. Ardanese & M. Ardanese) 
 
clc 
clear all 
% read Data 
nr=1; %%%number of repetition of the orthogonal matrix 
Nv=4; %%%%%number of variable 
f=[2,2,2,2];%%%%(    #levels)3-1 
Matrix=xlsread('orthogonalmatrix2'); 
etha1=-10*log10(Matrix(1:9,6)); 
etha2=-10*log10(Matrix(1:9,7)); 
etha3=-10*log10(Matrix(1:9,8));%Matrix(:,6) 
% etha1=Matrix(:,6); 
% etha2=Matrix(:,7); 
% etha3=Matrix(:,8);%Matrix(:,6) 
NOx_verified=Matrix(12,6); 
PM_verified=Matrix(12,6); 
FC_verified=Matrix(12,6); 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Test Configuration 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%1:  1,1,1,1 NOxOpt  line 10 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%2:  3,3,3,2 PM Opt  line 11 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%3:  3,2,3,2 FC Opt  line 12 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%4:  1,3,1,2 NOx-PM Opt line 13 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Combination to predict 
VGT=3;EGR=3;SOI=3;NOP=3; 
limit=15; 
%%%%%Realization of Emission Matrix Assigning Emisson to each level  
 for j=2:5 
for i=1:9 
    if Matrix(i,j)==1 
        k=j-1; 
       NOx1(i,k)=etha1(i,1);  
        PM1(i,k)=etha2(i,1); 
         FC1(i,k)=etha3(i,1); 
    else 
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        NOx1(i,k)=0;  
        PM1(i,k)=0;  
        FC1(i,k)=0;  
if Matrix(i,j)==2 
      k=j-1; 
     NOx2(i,k)=etha1(i,1);  
     PM2(i,k)=etha2(i,1);  
     FC2(i,k)=etha3(i,1);  
else 
     NOx2(i,k)=0;  
     PM2(i,k)=0;  
     FC2(i,k)=0;  
     if Matrix(i,j)==3 
           k=j-1; 
     NOx3(i,k)=etha1(i,1);  
     PM3(i,k)=etha2(i,1);  
     FC3(i,k)=etha3(i,1);  
     else 
       NOx3(i,k)=0;   
       PM3(i,k)=0; 
       FC3(i,k)=0; 
     end 
 end 
     end 
 end 
 end 
 %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Emisson Vector 
 NOx_av=[sum(NOx1)/3; sum(NOx2)/3;sum(NOx3)/3]; 
 PM_av=[sum(PM1)/3; sum(PM2)/3;sum(PM3)/3]; 
 FC_av=[sum(FC1)/3; sum(FC2)/3;sum(FC3)/3]; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%Optimim Selection%%%% fill Optimum with the combination of which the 
prediction is desired 
 
 Optimum1=[NOx_av(VGT,1),NOx_av(EGR,2),NOx_av(SOI,3),NOx_av(NOP,4)]; 
Optimum2=[PM_av(VGT,1),PM_av(EGR,2),PM_av(SOI,3),PM_av(NOP,4)]; 
Optimum3=[FC_av(VGT,1),FC_av(EGR,2),FC_av(SOI,3),FC_av(NOP,4)]; 
 % Optimum3=max(FC_av); 
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% Optimum2=max(PM_av); 
% Optimum3=max(FC_av); 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
m1=mean(etha1);   %%%%total mean 
m2=mean(etha2);   %%%%total mean 
m3=mean(etha3);   %%%%total mean 
 S1=3*(NOx_av-m1).^2; 
S1=sum(S1);%%%%%%Sum of the square for each control parameter 
Total1=sum(S1); 
MeanSq=S1./f; 
VI1=S1/Total1*100; 
 S2=3*(PM_av-m2).^2; 
S2=sum(S2);%%%%%%Sum of the square for each control parameter 
Total2=sum(S2); 
VI2=S2/Total2*100; 
 S3=3*(FC_av-m3).^2; 
S3=sum(S3);%%%%%%Sum of the square for each control parameter 
Total3=sum(S3); 
VI3=S3/Total3*100; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Model Prediction 
n=size(etha1);n=n(1); 
na=3; 
n0Inv1(1)=0; 
n0Inv2(1)=0; 
n0Inv3(1)=0; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
j=0; 
for i=1:4 
    if VI1(i) <=limit  %%Percetnage for cutting of the error. 
Negligible level 
        Opt1(i)=0; 
        Error1(i)=S1(i); 
    else 
        j=j+1; 
        Opt1(i)=Optimum1(i); 
        n0Inv1(j+1)=n0Inv1(j)+(1/na-1/n); 
    end 
end 
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Opt1=Opt1(find(Opt1)); 
etha1_opt=m1+sum(Opt1-m1); 
NOx_predicted=10^(-etha1_opt/10); 
n0Inv1=1/n+n0Inv1(j+1); 
Error1=sum(Error1)/f(2)/((Nv-j)); 
Sigmasq1=n0Inv1*(Error1)+(1/nr)*(Error1); 
IISigma1=2*sqrt(Sigmasq1); 
Delta1=abs(NOx_predicted-NOx_verified); 
if Delta1 < IISigma1 
    display('OK: Delta1 < IISigma1' ) 
else 
    display('NO: Delta1 < IISigma1') 
end 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
i=0; 
j=0; 
for i=1:4 
    if VI2(i) <=limit  %%%Percetnage for cutting of the error. 
Negligible level 
 
        Opt2(i)=0; 
        Error2(i)=S2(i); 
    else 
          j=j+1; 
        Opt2(i)=Optimum2(i); 
        n0Inv2(j+1)=n0Inv2(j)+(1/na-1/n);  
    end 
end 
Opt2=Opt2(find(Opt2)); 
etha2_opt=m2+sum(Opt2-m2); 
PM_predicted=10^(-etha2_opt/10); 
n0Inv2=1/n+n0Inv2(j+1); 
Error2=sum(Error2)/f(2)/((Nv-j)); 
 Sigmasq2=n0Inv2*(Error2)+(1/nr)*(Error2); 
 IISigma2=2*sqrt(Sigmasq2); 
 Delta2=abs(PM_predicted-PM_verified); 
 if Delta2 < IISigma2 
     display('OK: Delta2 < IISigma2' ) 
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 else 
     display('NO: Delta2 < IISigma2') 
 end 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
 i=0; 
j=0; 
for i=1:4 
    if VI3(i) <=limit  %%%Percetnage for cutting of the error. 
Negligible level 
        Opt3(i)=0; 
        Error3(i)=S3(i); 
    else 
        Opt3(i)=Optimum3(i); 
         j=j+1; 
        n0Inv3(j+1)=n0Inv3(j)+(1/na-1/n); 
    end 
end 
Opt3=Opt3(find(Opt3)); 
etha3_opt=m3+sum(Opt3-m3); 
FC_predicted=10^(-etha3_opt/10); 
n0Inv3=1/n+n0Inv3(j+1); 
Error3=sum(Error3)/f(2)/((Nv-j)); 
 Sigmasq3=n0Inv3*(Error3)+(1/nr)*(Error3); 
 IISigma3=2*sqrt(Sigmasq3); 
 Delta3=abs(FC_predicted-FC_verified); 
 if Delta3 < IISigma3 
     display('OK: Delta3 < IISigma3' ) 
 else 
     display('NO: Delta3 < IISigma3') 
 end 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%File Saving 
Header2=['   NOx Average Value']; 
Header3=['   VGT  ','EGR   ','SOI    ' ,'NOP  ']; 
file = fopen('NOxAverage.txt','a'); %'a' Open file, or create new file, 
for writing; append data to the end of the file. 
fprintf(file,'%s\n',Header2); fprintf(file,'\n'); % '%g'  The more 
compact of %e or %f, as defined in [2]. Insignificant zeros do not 
print. 
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fprintf(file,'%s %s %s %s \n',Header3); fprintf(file,'\n'); % '%g'  The 
more compact of %e or %f, as defined in [2]. Insignificant zeros do not 
print. 
fprintf(file,'%6.2f %6.2f %6.2f %6.2f \n', NOx_av'); 
fprintf(file,'\n'); % '%g'  The more compact of %e or %f, as defined in 
[2]. Insignificant zeros do not print. 
fclose(file); 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Table=[f;S1;S1/2;VI1;S2;S2/2;VI2;S3;S3/2;VI3]; 
% Header2=['   ANOVA TABLE Test ']; 
% Header3=['   DF ','  SS1   ','   MS1   ' ,'%1  ','    SS2   ',' MS2   
' ,'%2  ','  SS3   ','   MS3   ' ,' %3  ']; 
% file = fopen('NOX ANOVA TABLE.txt','a'); %'a' Open file, or create 
new file, for writing; append data to the end of the file. 
% fprintf(file,'%s\n',Header2); fprintf(file,'\n'); % '%g'  The more 
compact of %e or %f, as defined in [2]. Insignificant zeros do not 
print. 
% fprintf(file,'%s %s %s %s %s %s %s %s %s %s\n',Header3); 
fprintf(file,'\n'); % '%g'  The more compact of %e or %f, as defined in 
[2]. Insignificant zeros do not print. 
% fprintf(file,'%6.2f %6.2f %6.2f %6.2f %6.2f %6.2f %6.2f %6.2f %6.2f 
%6.2f\n', Table); fprintf(file,'\n'); % '%g'  The more compact of %e or 
%f, as defined in [2]. Insignificant zeros do not print. 
% fclose(file); 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
Table1=[NOx_predicted;NOx_verified;IISigma1;Delta1;PM_predicted;PM_veri
fied;IISigma2;Delta2;FC_predicted;FC_verified;IISigma3;Delta3];  
Header2=['   Prediction Results FC Test 3']; 
Header3=['   NOxp ','  NOx   ','Sigm1  ','del1  ','  PMp  ' ,'PM   ','  
Sigm2 ','  del2 ',' FCp ','  FC   ','   Sigm3  ','  del3  ']; 
file = fopen('Prediction Resutls.txt','a'); %'a' Open file, or create 
new file, for writing; append data to the end of the file. 
fprintf(file,'%s\n',Header2); fprintf(file,'\n'); % '%g'  The more 
compact of %e or %f, as defined in [2]. Insignificant zeros do not 
print. 
fprintf(file,'%s %s %s %s %s %s %s %s%s %s %s %s\n',Header3); 
fprintf(file,'\n'); % '%g'   
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fprintf(file,'%6.2f %6.2f %6.2f %6.2f %6.2f %6.2f %6.2f %6.2f %6.2f 
%6.2f %6.2f %6.2f \n', Table1); fprintf(file,'\n'); % '%g'  The more 
compact of %e or %f, as defined in [2]. Insignificant zeros do not 
print. 
fclose(file); 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%  figure(1) 
%  plot(1:3,NOx_av(:,2),'-o',6:8,NOx_av(:,3),'-o',11:13,NOx_av(:,4),'-
o',17:19,NOx_av(:,5),'-o')  
 subplot(1,4,1) 
 plot(1:3,NOx_av(:,1),'-o',1:3,PM_av(:,1),'-*',1:3,FC_av(:,1),'-p') 
 xlabel('VGT');ylabel('db'); 
  subplot(1,4,2) 
 plot(1:3,NOx_av(:,2),'-o',1:3,PM_av(:,2),'-*',1:3,FC_av(:,2),'-p') 
 xlabel('EGR'); 
  subplot(1,4,3) 
 plot(1:3,NOx_av(:,3),'-o',1:3,PM_av(:,3),'-*',1:3,FC_av(:,3),'-p') 
 xlabel('SOI'); 
  subplot(1,4,4) 
 plot(1:3,NOx_av(:,4),'-o',1:3,PM_av(:,4),'-*',1:3,FC_av(:,4),'-p') 
 xlabel('NOP'); 
 %legend('NOx','PM','FC')   
 legend('NOx')
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APPENDIX D Orthogonal Array with Interactions (L18) 
Interactions are most likely to be the cause of the deviation of the additive model 
predictions from the actual response. DOE is typically not designed to minimize 
interactions but to evaluate and study them [51]. On the other hand, DOE with an 
orthogonal matrix design with additive models intends to focus on the main effects; on 
effects that overcome the noise coming from experimental error and interactions. 
The additive model predictions, discussed in Section 4.7, can be improved by 
considering the presence of interactions. The interaction between two control factors 
consists in the dependency of the variation of one factor upon the level of the other 
factor. 
For instance, the effect of EGR on NOx emissions depends upon the level of 
VGT. Two main types of interactions can be identified: antisynergistic and synergistic 
interactions. The antisynergistic interaction consists in a strong type of interaction; the 
slope of the EGR effect, in Figure 91, is affected by the level VGT, therefore when VGT 
changes, from low to high level, NOx may not get to its optimum level [51]. 
 
 
Figure 91: Antisynergistic interactions between NOP and EGR 
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If an entire engine calibration is considered, an accidental change in one of the 
actuator settings could mean that, if antisynergistic interactions are present, the 
calibration needs to be re-optimized. On the other hand, in a robust calibration, the 
change in the level of one parameter affects only that particular parameter effect, and the 
optimization previously done on the remaining factors still holds.  
The synergistic interaction is a milder interaction, in which the optimum level of 
one factor does not depend upon the level of the other factor (see Figure 92); therefore, 
optimum levels stay the same and there is no need of re-optmimization even if a factor 
level has changed [51].   
 
 
Figure 92: Synergistic interactions between NOP and EGR 
 
The orthogonal array described in 4.5 can be modified in order to evaluate the 
interactions during experimentation. A three level interaction to be evaluated needs 2 
DOF; therefore the array needs to dedicate two columns per interaction. The first 
interaction that can be studied could be the one between EGR and VGT.  
Table 29 shows an L18 orthogonal array, which accounts for the interaction 
between EGR and VGT. The 18 experiments of the orthogonal array could be run for 
each of the modes for which the additive model failed to predict the correct emissions 
levels. Improvements of the model predictions are expected. 
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Table 29: Orthogonal matrix, L18, with interaction between EGR and VGT 
Run Empty EGR VGT 
EGR 
x 
VGT 
VGT 
x 
EGR 
SOI NOP 
Experimental 
Error 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
2 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 
3 1 1 3 3 3 3 3 3 
4 1 2 1 1 2 3 3 3 
5 1 2 2 2 3 2 1 1 
6 1 2 3 3 1 1 2 2 
7 1 3 1 2 1 3 2 3 
8 1 3 2 3 2 1 3 1 
9 1 3 3 1 3 2 1 2 
10 2 1 1 3 3 2 2 1 
11 2 1 2 1 1 3 3 2 
12 2 1 3 2 2 1 1 3 
13 2 2 1 2 3 1 3 2 
14 2 2 2 3 1 2 1 3 
15 2 2 3 1 2 3 2 1 
16 2 3 1 3 2 3 1 2 
17 2 3 2 1 3 1 2 3 
18 2 3 3 2 1 2 3 1 
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APPENDIX E Uncertainty Analysis 
An uncertainty study is conducted on the brake specific NOx emissions reported 
in this work and collected during FTP test at the SCR-out. 
(add an explanation on the different types of uncertainties) 
The brake specific NOx (bsNOx) is obtained as follow: 
 
Where gNOx (g) is the mass of NOx collected during the test at the SCR-out and gNOxb 
(g) is the background NOx. Expanding the terms in the equation [69]: 
 
 
 
Where Kh is the humidity correction factor, NOxi (ppm) the instantaneous NOx 
concentration and n& (mole/sec) the molar flow rate of the diluted exhaust stream through 
the CVS. MNOx (g/mol), the NOx molecular weight, and t (sec), the time, are assumed to 
be exact, therefore not subjected to uncertainty [63]. DF is the dilution factor and NOxb 
(ppm) the background NOx. T (ft-lbs) and N (rpm) are respectively torque and engine 
speed. 
E.1 First Level of Uncertainty (ΔKh, ΔDF, Δ n&  ) 
The uncertainty on the bsNOx can be defined as [63]: 
 
Therefore, bsNOxΔ  is a function of seven uncertainties (level 1):  
 
Some of the uncertainties can be easily assessed, since the correspondent 
parameters were directly measured. In such a case, the uncertainty can be considered to 
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be the maximum error, or more simply 2% of the maximum measured value, of the 
calibration performed on the measuring device: 
 
 
 
 
On the other hand, some other parameters (Kh, DF and n& )  are derived from other 
variables, therefore the assessment of their uncertainty requires further processing: 
 
 
 
Where H is the absolute humidity of the engine intake air, Cd the discharge coefficient 
and Cf the flow coefficient. At is the venturi throat area; pin  and Tin  are respectively the 
venturi inlet pressure and temperature. Mmix (g/mol) is the molecular weigh of the 
dilution air and exhaust mixture, but here is considered only as the molecular weigh of a 
mixture of water vapor and air, since the venturi calibration was performed with dilution 
air. n&  was expressed as a function of Reynolds number (Re), according to the following 
fifth order polynomials: 
 
Where the coefficients were obtained from the curve fitting of venturi calibration data: 
 
E.2 Second Level of Uncertainty (ΔH, Δμ, ΔMmix, Δδ) 
 The fact that Kh, DF and n&  are not directly measured induce the calculation of a 
second set of uncertainties (level 2): 
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Where α and β are function of the venturi calibration coefficients (a0, a1, a2, a3 and a4) 
and partial derivatives of n&  and Cd: 
 
 
The uncertainty of venturi calibration coefficients is easily assessed by the uncertainty of 
the venturi calibration; on the other hand, H, μ and Mmix depends upon other parameters, 
as follow:  
 
 
 
Where Ri (%) and pd (mmHg) are respectively the relative humidity and the satured vapor 
pressure of the engine intake and pb (Pa) the barometric pressure. Tin (K) is the venturi 
inlet absolute temperature and S is Sutherland constant [69]. 
E.3 Third Level of Uncertainty (ΔRi, Δpd, ΔpB, ΔxH2O, ΔCf) 
The dependency of H, μ, Mmix and α by more basic variables requires the 
calculation of a third level of uncertainties (level 3): 
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The uncertainty on Tin is easily assessed by means of the maximum error of the venturi 
inlet temperature sensor (RTD) calibration curve. However, Ri, xH2O, pd, pb and Cf are 
derived variables: 
 
 
where pd, pH2O (KPa) and  pH2Oin (KPa) are obtained by the formula below, by inserting 
respectively the dry bulb temperature, the dew point temperature of the plenum and the 
dry bulb temperature of the engine intake:  
 
 
 
 
 
Where γ is the ratio of specific heat at constant pressure and at constant volume; r 
depends upon the differential pressure across the venturi and the inlet venturi pressure; ω 
is the ratio of venturi throat and inlet section area.  
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E.4 Forth Level of Uncertainty (Δr) 
The dependency of Ri, xH2O, Cf and px by more basic variables leads to the 
calculation of another level of uncertainties (level 4): 
 
 
Where Δpabs is given by the uncertainty associated to the pressure sensor calibration and 
the ΔpH2O and Δpd can easily be assed by using the formula: 
 
The temperature at dry bulb can be used to determine Δpd and temperature of the intake 
air dew point to determine ΔpH2O as follow: 
 
 
To calculate the ΔCf is needed the Δr: 
 
E.5 Final Level of Uncertainty  
The only uncertainty left to estimate is Δr, which can be obtained by the formula: 
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Where Δdp and Δpin are respectively the uncertainties of venturi differential and inlet 
pressure, which are easily assessable form the pressure sensors calibration curve. 
The bsNOx uncertainty assessed for measurement downstream of the SCR was 0.0618 
g/bhp-hr. The uncertainty on n& , DF and Kh was respectively 0.057% (0.0235 mol/s), 5% 
and 0.072%. 
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Table 30: Uncertainties of pressure and temperature sensors 
List of instruments used for differential & absolute pressure and temperature measurement
Source Manufacturer Model Accuracy Notes
Differential Pressure Heise HQS-1 ± 0.06% of Span 0 - 50 "H20
Absolute Pressure Heise HQS-2 ± 0.025% of Span 0 - 30 psi ABS
Temperature Fluke 714 Thermocouple Calibrator ± 0.025% of Reading
Errors in absolute pressure measurement
Source Manufacturer Model Number Applied Error % of full scale Notes
Absolute Pressure Sensor Viatran 245ACA ± 0.05% of Full scale reading 0 - 15 psi
DAQ Board National Instruments Inc. NI-SCXI-1001 ± 0.024%
Errors in differential pressure measurement
Source Manufacturer Model Number Applied Error % of full scale Notes
Differential Pressure Sensor Omega Inc. PX654 ± 0.5% of Full scale reading
DAQ Board National Instruments Inc. NI-SCXI-1001 ± 0.024%
Errors in RTD measurement
Source Manufacturer Model Number Applied Error % of full scale Notes
RTD Sensor Omega Inc. PT100 ± 0.5%
Signal Conditioner Module Omega Inc. DRG-SC-RTD ± 0.1%
DAQ Board National Instruments Inc. NI-SCXI-1001 ± 0.024%
Errors in Dew Point / Temperature (Chilled mirror) measurement
Source Manufacturer Model Number Applied Error % of full scale Notes
Drybulb Sensor GE General Eastern Dew-10-2A1 ± 0.7% ± 1°F over op. range 136°F
DAQ Board National Instruments Inc. NI-SCXI-1001 ± 0.024%  
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Table 31: Uncertainties of temperature sensors, gas analyzers, gas dividers and acquisition system  
Errors in temperature measurement
Source Manufacturer Model Number Applied Error % of full scale Notes
Temperature Sensor Omega Inc. K-Type ± 0.4%
Signal Conditioner Module National Instruments Inc. NI-SCXI-1303 ± 0.08%
DAQ Board National Instruments Inc. NI-SCXI-1001 ± 0.024%
Specifications of instruments used in gaseous concentration measurement
Source Manufacturer Model Number Applied Error Notes
Calibration Gas Scott Speciality Gases -- ± 1.00%
Gas Divider STEC Inc. SGD-710C ± 0.54% MFG.NO. 1833369
DAQ Board National Instruments Inc. NI-SCXI-1001 ± 0.024%
Specifications of gas analyzers used
Analyzer Manufacturer Model Number % Error Notes
NOx Eco Physics CLD822CMh ± 2.00% of Full scale reading 822CMh0279
CO2 Horiba AIA-220 ± 1.00% of Full scale reading J000J8M5
CO Horiba AIA-220 ± 1.00% of Full scale reading J000J8M5
HC Rosemount 402 (± 1.00% of Full scale reading) 1000438  
